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CHAPTER I
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM
The training of teachers has been a function of
private liberal arts colleges throughout our nation's
history. Institutions of higher learning established
before the Revolutionary War were founded to provide a
learned ministry; however, they also contributed to the
supply of early schoolmasters. In addition to his
clerical duties, a minister frequently became the
community's schoolteacher. As the early colleges began
to prepare lawyers and doctors as well as ministers,
some college students found it necessary to take
temporary teaching positions in order to replenish their
funds for more schooling. Some of these students
decided to remain in teaching as permanent careers.
Although teaching was not considered to be a profession,
occasionally some very capable young men served as
teachers, John Adams, after graduating from Harvard
College in 1755 » taught for a time in the grammar
school at Worcester, Massachusetts. 1
1 B.A. Hinsdale, "The Training of Teachers," Edu-
cation in the United States
,
ed. by Nicholas Murray
"(Albany, New York: J.B. Lyon Co., 1900), p. 5.
2
As our new nation developed, New England with its
colleges, academies, and Latin Grammar schools became
the primary source of teachers. The itinerant Yankee
schoolmasters, educated in the liberal arts colleges of
New England, who taught the children of the frontier, have
become legendary. Many changes have occurred in the
curriculum of the liberal arts colleges since the days
of the frontier, which have sought to answer the needs
of the contemporary scholar and of society, while at the
same time preserving the traditional ideals of a liberal
education. Still, the preparation of teachers is viewed
as an important function by almost all liberal arts
colleges today.
Statement of the Problem
Many claims have been made in the past regarding
the superiority of liberal education in general, as well
as the efficacy of a teacher education program which would
be liberally-based. John Henry Cardinal Newman in The
Idea of a University said:
A liberal education is the education which
gives a man a clear, conscious view of his own
opinions and Judgment, a truth in developing
them, and a force in urging them. It teaches
him to see things as they are, to go right
to the point, to disentangle a skein of
thought, to detect what is sophistical, and
3to discard what is irrelevant. It prepareshim to fill any post with credit
, 0and tomaster any subject with facility.
The Idea of a University has had an extraordinary
influence on American liberal arts colleges, and even
today, when undergraduate education has lost much of the
substance of what Newman was advocating, some of his
concepts are often appealed to in educational discourse.^
The verbal justification of liberal education in the
United States reflects, in large measure, his analysis
and that of his British contemporaries.
The liberal arts college has been extolled
particularly for its ability to educate future teachers.
Mark Van Doren in his work, Liberal Education
, asserted
that the education of teachers is an education in the
liberal arts.^ More specifically the claim was made
recently by Raymond Nelson:
The liberally educated man becomes the liberal
educator. He does more than teach a student
how to speak; he gives him something to say. He
pJohn Henry Cardinal Newman, The Idea of a Uni-
versity (New York: Longmans & Green Co., 194-7)
» p. 157*
5
^Manning Pattillo and Donald Mackenzie, Church-
Sponsored Higher Education in the United States (V/ash-
mgton, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1966),
p. 7.
Zl
,Mark Van Doren,, Liberal Education (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1959), p. 175*
does more than teach a student to experimenthe gives him an end to serve. And he doesmore for a student than offer skills: he
?hose
S
skms!5
WhlCh S6rve as a f^mework for
4
The education of the disadvantaged child is of
major importance to American educators today. Two
experts m this area, Gerald Weinstein and Mario Fantini,
believe that the more broadly educated the teacher is,
the more familiar with a variety of subject areas he
will be, and the more useful he will prove to children. 6
Most important, however, they feel that the liberally
educated person can use a greater variety of knowledge
to help children find better ways of coping with their
social dilemmas.
Today, teacher training is an important function
of most liberal arts colleges. In a study of 121
liberal arts colleges with teacher training programs,
conducted by the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education in 1961, it was found that approximately
fifty percent of the graduates of these colleges in the
preceding year (I960) had been trained to become
5
''Raymond Nelson, "The Liberal Educator," Liberal
Education
.
LV (October, 1969), 451.
gGerald Weinstein and Mario Fantini, The Dis-
advantaged: Challenge to Education (New York: Harper &
Row, 196>8)
,
p. 325.
5
teachers Since the teacher is, potentially, an important
influence on students, and through them, on society,
the schools which educate teachers should be of great
interest to those concerned with quality education for
all Americans. Therefore, the teacher education programs
of liberal arts colleges warrant serious and thorough
study.
The claims of the Catholic liberal arts college,
while they include those mentioned above, also move
into other areas. Writing in the 41st Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, William
McGucken, S.J., attempted to set forth the philosophy of
Catholic education. He explained that Catholic education
has, generally speaking, been sympathetic to the human-
ist theory of a liberal education. All that is human,
all that belongs to man—the true, the beautiful, the
good—all these constitute the elements of humanism in
O
education.
The Catholic liberal artist also is vitally con-
cerned with man and his destiny. Theology and philosophy,
7The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, Liberal Arts Colleges and Teacher Education
(Washingt on^ D.C.
:
The American Association of Coll e ge
s
for Teacher Education, 1963), p. 14.
8 . iWilliam McGucken, S.J., "The Philosophy of Catholic
Education," Philosophies of Education
,
Forty-First Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I
6
therefore, have been the most significant aspects of
the Catholic liberal arts education. 9 Catholic liberal
arts colleges profess to educate teachers who view
education as an intellectual and spiritual process; a
process which has to do with "the opening of windows of
the human mind, the enrichment and ennobling of the
human soul.” 10
Catholic colleges are among the liberal arts
colleges which prepare teachers for the elementary and
secondary schools. Traditionally, a large percentage
of Catholic college graduates, as many as seventy and
eighty percent in many institutions, have entered the
teaching profession. 11 Responding to the criticisms
directed at all educational institutions by educators
and laymen alike, and especially to the directive of the
Second Vatican Council: "In the establishment and
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1942), p, 279,
o
Adrian Dupuis, "The Philosophy of the Under-
graduate Curriculum in the Catholic College," in TowardNew Dimensions of Catholic Higher Education, ed. bv Louis
Vaccaro (Arlington, Va.: Education Research Associates,
1967), p. 15.
.
10William McGucken, S.J., The Catholic Way in
Education (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co., 1934)
,
p. 58.
11The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, Teacher Productivity—1967 (Washington, D.C.:
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Edu-
cation, 1968), pp. 107-108.
7
direction of Catholic schools, attention must be paid to
contemporary needs." 12 Catholic higher education is
undergoing careful scrutiny at the present time by
Catholic educators and intellectuals. Central to this
scrutiny is the question of whether Catholic liberal
arts colleges are merely replicating what is being done
in nonsectarian liberal arts colleges or are they making
a distinctive contribution to contemporary American
higher education.
Not all liberal artists view teacher education in
the liberal arts college favorably. There are also
those who have opposed the professionalizing of the
liberal arts colleges by the inclusion of any courses
which are vocationally oriented, including teacher
education. Robert Hutchins, Mortimer Adler, and
Abraham Flexner have all roundly attacked the over-
specialization, vocat ionalism
,
and other vices of
American higher education that many Catholic educators
have also found repugnant. 15 The movement to reinstate
solid "general education" in the colleges is endorsed by
12Vatican Council II, The Documents of Vatican II
.
ed. by Walter M. Abbott, S. J.”(New York: America Press,
1966), p. 438.
13^Philip Gleason, American Catholic Higher Edu-
cation—A Historical Perspect ive, ed. by Robert
Hassenger (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967),
p. 20.
8
a number of liberal educators, Catholic and non-Catholic.
Many claims have been made over the years concern-
ing the attributes of teacher education in liberal arts
colleges. Counter-charges have also been launched by
those who view any professionalization of the liberal arts
program as a dilution of the liberal arts. The teacher
education programs of liberal arts colleges, Catholic
and nonsectarian, should be examined in order to
determine the extent to which both these claims and
criticisms are legitimate in the present situation, and
also to ascertain in what areas the education of teachers
differs in the Catholic and nonsectarian colleges.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is twofold:
1 « To examine the teacher preparation pro-
grams currently being used by liberal
arts colleges in order to learn the
present position of pre-professional edu-
cation programs in colleges with non-
professional goals.
2. To determine if there is a difference in
the preparation of teachers in Catholic
liberal arts
(
colleges
,
regarding either
9
liberal arts requirements or the pro-
fessional studies component, from that
of nonsectarian liberal arts colleges.
Need for the Rtndv
Throughout the country, the need for more effective
teaching in elementary and secondary schools is being
discussed by professional educators and laymen alike.
A majority of future secondary school teachers and a
large percentage of future elementary school teachers
are being prepared, and will continue to be prepared,
in liberal arts colleges. The programs utilized by these
colleges in teacher preparation have a significant,
although indirect, effect on the quality of education
at the elementary and secondary levels. The need for an
investigation of the programs of liberal arts colleges
which prepare teachers would seem to provide sufficient
reason for a study.
Among the liberal arts colleges which are deeply
involved in teacher preparation are the Catholic colleges.
The current wave of criticism assailing all levels of
education makes it imperative that all colleges
strengthen their programs, following careful study of
both the programs themselves and the philosophy on
which they are based. As Catholic educators reflect on
10
the projected increase of financial burdens involved in
acquiring and maintaining additional faculty, equipment,
and other facilities required by such strengthening of
their programs, they find themselves examining closely
the priorities of Catholic education. If Catholic
colleges are not contributing something distinctive to
American education, then the tremendous expenditure of
human and financial resources might better be channeled
into another facet of the apostolate. In order to make
a decision of such magnitude, all possible information
pertaining to Catholic higher education is needed. A
study of the teacher preparation programs in Catholic
liberal arts colleges would contribute significantly in
supplying some of the data needed for evaluating the
contribution of Catholic liberal arts colleges to
American teacher education.
Compared with the amount of research concerned
with teacher training in early normal schools and, more
recently, in state colleges and universities, relatively
little literature is available about the training of
teachers in small liberal arts colleges, Catholic or
nonsectarian. The present study should help to provide
an explanation of the role of the teacher preparation
program in a total curriculum dedicated to non-pro-
fessional goals. Also, the study might reveal practices
11
which will be of interest and benefit to other colleges
seeking new or different methods of solving common
problems
.
Scope of the Study
This study was confined to private, four-year
liberal arts colleges with enrollments between 500-2000
which are affiliated with either the Roman Catholic
Church or are nonsectarian, and are accredited by the
institutional accrediting agencies of the United States. 14
Regional accreditation was regarded as an important
factor in delineating the scope, as the fact of
accreditation guarantees a common minimum liberal arts
foundation in all the teacher education programs with
which this study concerns itself. The delineation of
500-2000 enrollment was used because the majority of
Catholic colleges are contained in this group. 1 ^ Also,
the colleges in this category are numerous enough and
of sufficient diversity to allow a study of considerable
breadth and depth.
Two hundred ten colleges fell within the scope of
14Federation of Regional Accreditating Commissions
of Higher Education, Institutions of Higher Education
(Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1968),
pp. 5-111.
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this study, according to the delineations given above.
This included seventy nonsectarian and one hundred
forty Catholic colleges. All of these colleges were
included, in the study.
The present study was limited to the investigation
of the professional studies component of the institution's
teacher preparation program and to the general education
requirements for prospective teachers.
Hypotheses
1. Students at liberal arts colleges who are
engaged in pre—professional education programs are not
required to fulfill the same liberal arts program as are
students who are in a non-professionally oriented program.
2. In general
,
Catholic liberal arts colleges
show a greater commitment to teacher education than do
nonsectarian liberal arts colleges, as evidenced by a
higher degree of agreement between their programs and
the recommended standards of the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education than those of the
nonsectarian colleges.
3- Liberal arts colleges in the low and middle
tuition brackets, both Catholic and nonsectarian, main-
tain teacher education programs which are more in
accord with the recommended standards of the National
13
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education than are
those of colleges in the high tuition brackets.
Research Procedures
Information concerning the teacher preparation
programs of the schools in the study was obtained in the
following ways:
1. The college catalogue of each of the colleges
in the study was used to obtain the general
background of the college and its teacher
preparation program.
2. A questionnaire was sent to the Chairman of
the Education Department at each of the
colleges in the study. The questionnaire
was designed to obtain information pertaining
to the teacher preparation program which
was not likely to be included in the college
catalogue
.
3. A personal interview was held with the
Chairman of the Education Department of
selected colleges in the study, or with
someone designated by him who was closely
associated with the teacher preparation
program. Thq colleges to be included in
this sample were selected on the basis of
14
location, programs, affiliation, student
body, and accessibility. Colleges were
included which were located in urban,
suburban and rural settings. Those
institutions whose teacher preparation
programs appeared to have distinctive or
unique aspects as reported in the question-
naire and were affiliated with either the
Catholic Church or were nonsectarian were
chosen. Another factor which was con-
sidered was the size of the student body and
its composition, in order to have small and
medium-sized colleges, as well as men's,
women's and coed colleges included. A final
consideration was that of accessibility.
Colleges which answered the above descriptions
and were located in the New England states,
excluding Maine, plus colleges in New York
state were selected for the personal inter-
views since they were readily accessible to
the investigator.
i
CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
There is an abundance of literature related to this
study. It will be reviewed here with respect to its
relationship to the purposes of this investigation,
according to the following categories: diversification
in higher education, teacher education in the liberal
arts college, research into Catholic higher education,
and teacher education in Catholic liberal arts colleges.
Diversification in Higher Education
The diversity among the institutions preparing
teachers in the United States is a striking factor as
one begins to study teacher education programs in
liberal arts colleges. Nevitt Sanford in College and
Character pointed out that it is characteristically
American that institutions of higher education should
be as diversified as they are.^ He also considered
decentralization to be a basic feature of American
higher education, for groups of people have always been
^Nevitt Sanford,
,
College and Character (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc
. ,
pp. 14—15.
16
free to start schools and colleges in accordance with
their needs. In discussing the theme of democracy in
higher education, Brubacher and Rudy in their work
Higher Education in Transition referred to "unsystema
tised diversity" and the great variety of educational
opportunities afforded by the different kinds of Amer
ican colleges and universities. 2 The value of
diversification in higher education was also brought
out in the following passage:
The richness of life in a society, we arguedepends upon its capacity to combine ’ order fndjustice with passionately defended differencesamong individuals and groups. There is adanger that education, along with radio andtelevision may erode these differences until11 of us talk like N.B.C. or think like thestate university. This need not be the result;
education can lend variety and texture to a
society rather than sameness, but only ifthe
. institutions of education are aware oftheir distinctive characters and take pridem them.^
The institutions which are preparing teachers,
especially the liberal arts colleges with all their
variety, claim to contribute to this diversity. The
Catholic liberal arts college has justified its
existence on the grounds of adding another dimension,
the theological or spiritual aspect, to American higher
2John S. Brubacher and Willis Rudy, Higher Edu-
cation in Transition (New York: Haroer and Row . 1958 )
.
P. 379.
‘
’ ’
3Morris Keeton and Conrad Hilberry, "Liberal Arts
17
education. The present study will attempt to discover
to what extent the liberal arts colleges, and especially
the Catholic liberal arts colleges, are actually
contributing to diversity in contemporary American
higher education.
Teacher Education in the Liberal Arts College
Historically there has been, and there still
remains, disagreement concerning the place of pre-pro-
fessional preparation in the liberal arts college.
However, even in the early part of this century, nowhere
did colleges more universally recognize a professional
aim than in their programs preparing teachers for the
secondary schools. Nearly all had education departments
which oflered specific sequences of professional courses
in education in order to equip their students to teach
and to meet state certification requirements.^
Although variations in emphasis exist from place
to place, Beggs states that there is a certain climate
about the four-year liberal arts colleges as contrasted
to the teachers colleges and the larger universities,
Colleges: A Call to Leadership," Journal of Higher
Education
,
XXXLX (October, 1970), 369-370.
4 . 1Willis Rudy, The Evolving Liberal Arts Cur-
riculum: A Historical Review of Basic Themes (New York
:
Teachers College Eress
,
' I960;
,
p. 46.
18
which is conducive to the education of future teachers. 5
The major characteristics of their programs seem to be
a balanced liberal education conducted by faculties
expected to exemplify "great teaching". An inspirational
classroom performance is considered the sine qua non of
high quality, according to Beggs. Writing along this
same vein, Van Doren, a staunch liberal artist, declared
that good teachers have always been and will always be;
the point henceforth is that fewer of them be accidents.
He felt that the area of accident is reduced where
there is a design in liberal education which includes the
education of teachers.^1
In the Fourteenth Yearbook of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, whose
theme was "Unity in Diversity", Harvey Rice, President
of Macalaster College, addressed himself to the topic
of teacher education in the liberal arts college. He
stated that the liberal arts college has contributions
to make that are unique and distinctive. It should
neither shirk nor abandon its responsibilities and
opportunities in this area, which is one of the most
5Walter Beggs
,
The Education of Teachers (New York:
The Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1965)
p. 17. ’ ’
g Van Doren, Liberal Education
, p. 170.
19
significant of all of the purposes of higher education
in America. He further stated:
The opportunity for teacher education student
a varl^y'o? So?"
113”
°f
^-ational i^erest^f
8
rirhpri a?
° Professional goals provides an en-
to intellectSai
r
deve?
° lim®te
?f great importance
lxperiences
tUd
?L
tS thUS °btain^ ^
„0ais .ith tkl 1: .' 0,pare their vocationalgo l A/ith he goals of the learned professionsof medicine, theology, law and many others In
the
°°me t0 a fuller realization of
the professionsl^
811^ Pla° e °f teaohinS a”°ng
In answer to those who would hold liberal edu-
cation separate from any professional preparation, McGrath
and Russell studied the programs of a group of independent
liberal arts colleges. 8 The most arresting fact is
that the programs of even the most conservative liberal
arts colleges have been revolutionized in the past
several decades through the addition of programs with
specific vocational objectives. These researchers felt
that the divorce of liberal and professional education
has been an immense educational and social blunder.
Concurring with this opinion is Myerson who argues that
unless we imbue vocation with a sense of the liberal
7Harvey Rice, "The Distinctive Contributions ofthe Liberal Arts College to the Education of Teachers,"
Diversity
,
Fourteenth Annual Yearbook (Washington,
D.G.: The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, 1961), p. 149
gEarl McGrath and Charles Russell, Are Liberal Arts
Colleges Becoming Professional Schools? (New York:
Teachers College Press, 1998)," p. 4.
20
learning we shall have failed to improve life as well .
9
Reverend Charles Donovan, S.J., of Boston College, adds
that m tne education of teachers, liberal learning
requires the aid of pre-professional courses to insure
the likelihood of teaching success
.
10
Dressel
,
Mayhew and McGrath published their
research on the liberal arts as viewed by faculty members
m professional schools in 1959 .
11
In I960, Dressel and
Lonmer studied the attitudes of faculty members in
liberal arts colleges toward the liberal subjects which
professional students ought to pursue as part of their
undergraduate education
.
1
'2
The data accumulated in
these studies support the belief that the liberal arts
enrich the education of college students and make them
9Martin Meyerson,
Vocation and the Liberal
LV (March, 1969), 86 ,
"Play for Mortal Stakes:
Learning," Liberal Education
,
1CL,,
Charles F. Donovan, S.J., "Tradition and
orf°bfoc4tLeVChehEdUCftion ’" 1,wentieth Yearbook
of oii c shmgton, D.C.: The American AssociationColleges for Teacher Education, 1967), p. 13 .
p
f
ul Dressel, Lewis Mayhew and Earl McGrath,
f-
h
.g Arts as Viewed by Faculty Members in Pro-
Th^f^
01151
^
New Iork: Teachers College Press,
1959), p. 57. ’
12PauP Pressel and Margaret Lorimer, Attitudes ofLiberal Arts Faculty Members Toward Liberal and Pro-
£.e .ss:|-9.ya^ Education (New York: Teachers College Pres
s
1 960;, p. 45 .
,
’
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not only better persons but also better members of a
profession.
In 1958, the Committee on Studies of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education established
a Subcommittee on Teacher Education in Liberal Arts
Colleges. In 1961, a questionnaire was distributed to
the one hundred eighty-three private, small and medium
sized (2,500 or less total enrollment) institutions
holding membership in AACTE at that time. The result
was a normative survey of teacher preparation programs,
practices and problems of these colleges. It was
concluded:
liberIi
e
arts
a
™?P' positlve conviction that theD a colleges are m a unique position
Dub?fo
Cat
u
e*cellent teachers for our Americanp lic schools. The implication is evident
i iberal arts c°Heges could0 °etter if the entire academic family fullvreaiized its involvement in teacher educationThere is urgent need for real leadership upoS
llL
5
eral ar
J
s colleges to combat an attitudeof aloofness and to cultivate positive, con-
structive thinking toward the total program ofeducating teachers. 1 3 b
James Bryant Conant in 1963, after a two year
study of state certification policies and teacher-
training programs also stressed the need for an all-
university or interdepartmental approach to
13The American Association of Colleges for TeacherEducation, Liberal Arts Colleges and Teacher Education
p. 48. — ’
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teacher-training. 14- He emphasized the need for a
broadly-based
, academic education for future teachers.
He also observed that only twenty percent of our teachers
come from colleges that can clearly be designated as
"teachers colleges-. 1* The liberal arts CQllego>^the interdepartmental approach to teacher-training,
would seem to fulfill Conant's recommendations.
Addressing themselves to the question of the
survival of professional education in the traditional
liberal arts colleges, contemporary educators agreed
that changes were necessary. David Tyack believed that
"the strong small liberal arts colleges should prepare
teachers for the schools ."16 He recommended, however,
that these colleges recruit philosophers, psychologists
and social scientists to teach education courses.
Writing in the Journal of Teacher Education Edgar King
stated that as the pattern of higher education changes
in the next few years, the small liberal arts college
14
Teachers
p. 214.
^mes Sonant, The Education of(New York: McGraw-Hill Co., Inc.'
American
1W63),
15
Ibid
.
, p. 74 ,
16
Education
327.
'D
n
V
o
d
u
Tyaclc
’
"Small Colleges and Teacher
» School and Society
. 94 (October, 1969)
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must either change or go out of business. 1? The ohanges
he advocated for teacher education were: cooperation
among institutions, a combining of theory and practice,
and continuing in-service programs of education for
teachers
.
Teacher education in the United States is a
function of many diverse types of institutions of higher
learning, liberal arts colleges are thought by many to
be naturally suited for the preparation of teachers for
the schools. Tne position of those who would combine
liberal and professional education in the undergraduate
preparation of teachers may be summed up in these words
of Mark Van Doren as he speaks of liberal education:
right^round
e
f“
cati°n is sood and falls on the
•
lt; Produces persons with usable
and ihv°th
and imJSmations who know both whatw y ey are teaching.
This investigation will examine the current
position of pre-professional teacher preparation programs
m liberal arts colleges. The status of the programs
on campus, the degree of cooperation between other
academic departments and the teacher education program,
the emphasis placed on teaching as a vocational choice,
17
m
King, "Can Professional Education Survivein the Traditional Liberal Arts College?" Journal ofTeacher Education
, XX (Spring, 1969)," 16.
18
Van Doren, Liberal Education
, p. 175 .
24
and the practical implantation of teacher education
programs in liberal arts colleges win all be studied.
The church-related liberal arts college is the
oldest type of institution of higher learning in the
united States. While stating reasons why the relation
between church and college should continue, Jennings
turned to the concept of a pluralistic society. He felt
that because of the freedom and openness required in any
kind of scholastic endeavor, a variety of emphases,
settings, sizes, goals and sponsorships is essential.'19
Earl McGrath considered the church-related college
as peculiarly fitted to give a specific dimension to
liberal education because of its concern with ultimate
questions of the meaning of life, with questions of
purpose in the universe, with those of the worth of the
individual, and with those of the proper relationships
among the members of the human family. 20 Viewing the
progressive differentiation between religion and edu-
cation in American higher education, Paul Reiss found
19 .
Jennings, "Some Observations on theGhuroh-Reiated College in a Secular Society," LiberalEducation
, LIV (December, 1968), 519. * —
20
,T
Earl McGrath, "New Vistas in Liberal Education,ln
-
New Prospects for the Small Liberal Arts College
, ed!
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that Catholic colleges were notable in their attempt to
resist the differentiation trends, to maintain the
integration of religion and education long abandoned by
other private colleges.
^
Research into all phases of American Catholic
education, especially higher education, was given great
impetus by two forces: the work of John Tracy Ellis in
1957, in which he decried the lack of intellectualism
among American Catholics, and the challenges found in
the Documents of Vatican II. 22 m the attempt to dis-
cover the extent to which Ellis was correct in his
accusations, many investigators turned their attention
to the Catholic scholar. These studies have implications
for teacher education since the students and faculties
which were studied included those involved in teacher
education programs in Catholic liberal arts colleges.
The Catholic college faces the same question as
do other schools in assigning relative priorities to
by Sidney Letter (New York:
1968)
, pp. 4-5.
Teachers College Press,
21
,
.
Paul Reiss, "The Catholic College: Some Built-inin Zfta Shape of Catholic Higher Education
, ed.
Press^
e
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( ^hiCaS° ' ^versity of Chicago'
22John Tracy Ellis,
Intellectual Life (Chicago:
r957), p. 52".
American Catholics and the
Heritage foundation, Inc.
,
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education in the liberal arts and sciences and to edu-
cation that is more career or pre-professionally
oriented. On this matter the Catholic college is subject
to conflicting pressures. Catholic colleges have had a
long-term commitment to liberal education as reflected
in their curriculum, which contains more required courses
m literature, history and philosophy than is normally
found in other liberal arts colleges. 24 However, while
other colleges drawing upon a middle-class population,
with students often the children of college graduates,
receive support for a purely liberal arts education, the
American Catholic population has traditionally viewed a
college education as the means for social mobility and
admittance into the professions. However, there is
evidence of a change in the orientation of the present
Catholic college student.
Gleason determined that social changes in the
Catholic population were deeply involved in the moderni-
zation of Catholic higher education. 25 This finding was
substantiated by the work of Donovan and by that of
Greeley. The contrasts shown between the generation of
24Reiss, "The Catholic College," p. 256.
25Philip Gleason, "Social Adjustment," in The Shape
of Catholic Higher Education
, ed. by Robert Passenger(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 50.
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Catholic professors recently investigated by John
Donovan, and the present generation of Catholic under-
graduates studied by Andrew Greeley, 27 indicated the
extent to which the social and educational balance has
shifted in the last few years. The studies of Donovan
and Greeley suggest that the Catholic population has
very nearly completed its social adjustment. Today more
than ever before in their history, Catholic colleges
are dealing with fully Americanized students.
In the "Declaration on Christian Education" of
Vatican II, there is a strong emphasis on the intel-
lectual values of all education and an appeal for all to
strive to achieve the highest development of the human
mind. The Council encouraged ever-increasing efforts
to promote the work of education; experimentation was
suggested as the basis on which techniques of education
and training might be refined. The education of teachers
received special attention:
Whether they attend a college or university
which is Catholic or otherwise, young people of
special ability who appear suited for teaching
and researcn should be trained with particularOQcare and urged to undertake a teaching career. 22
26John Donovan, The Academic Man in the Catholic
College (New York: Sheed and Ward, 19'b4), pp. 4?-66.
—
'Andrew Greeley* The Changing Catholic College
(Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co.,T9b7), pp. 17c-200.
28 Vatican Council II, Documents of Vatican II
, p.
6A9.
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The Council also declared that considerable importance
"is to be attached to those schools which prepare
teachers
.
In order to determine the role of the teacher
education program in the Catholic liberal arts college
today and the extent to which it meets the traditional
claims made on its behalf, these claims must be reviewed,
John Courtney Murray, S.J., wrote that American
Catholic educators accepted almost universally the
fourfold structure" of aims that the traditional liberal
arts education proposed. The traditional ideal of
humanistic education, according to Murray, "has been to
put the student in the way of developing a power of
diction, a view of reality, a set of values and a sense
30of style." In his explanation of the philosophy of
Catholic education for the National Society for the Study
of Education, William McGucken, S.J., disagreed with
Hutchins that metaphysics alone can be the integrating
force in education. He felt that Catholic educators
must take into consideration the facts about man and his
30John Courtney Murray, S.J., "On the Future of
Humanistic Education," in Humanistic Education and
Western Civilization
,
ed. by Arthur Cohen (New York:
Holt
,
Rinehart & Winston, 1964), p. 235*
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destiny, made known to him throush revelation. 51
McGucken also stated that the main business of
Catholic higher education was not the "ad hoc training
of teachers, doctors, lawyers, merchants, or economists—
but rather the development of men and women trained in
the art of thinking and the art of living. "?2 m another
place he said:
It is for this reason that Catholic coIIpp'pp
order
n
tta?
S
Cath
S
i
make tremendous sacrifices inh t olic men and women may be excellentdoctors lawyers, teachers, etc., but first and
f?stem
S
is
e
tn
r
t
eff0r
^
0f the Catholi= educational
f ,
l
? kurn out men and women of Catholiccharacter, imbued with the principles of Christ. 55
As late as 1967, the core of required courses in
theology and philosophy was perhaps the most significant
aspect of the Catholic college curriculum. 54 As a result
of their strong liberal arts orientation with a special
emphasis on theology and philosophy, combined with pre-
professional training, the teacher education programs of
51William McGucken, S.J.
Education," p. 256.
'The Philosophy of Catholic
cation
32
/M^11\am McGucken > S.J., The Catholic Way in Edu-(Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co*, 195^ j , p. 3S5 ”
55 Ibid
.
34.Adrian Dupuis, "The Philosophy of the Under-graduate Curriculum in the Catholic College," in TowardNew Dimensions of Catholic Higher Education, ed by “
Louis Vaccaro (Arlington, 'Va.: Educational Research
Associates, 1967), p. 15.
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Catholic
teachers
spiritual
liberal arts colleges professed to educate
Who "Viewed education as an intellectual and
process . "^5
In their efforts to evaluate and update American
Catholic higher education in the light of Vatican n,
Catholic educators have been involved in the serious’
Study Of their institutions. Ratterman believes that
Catholic colleges and universities experienced more
radical change in the l960's than did any other category
of institutions within American higher education
.
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Andrew Greeley of the National Opinion Research Center,
writing in 1967 and again in 1969, asserted that Catholic
schools represented the last substantial body of four
year educational institutions in the United States where
there is still wide freedom for innovation and experi-
mentation-free from governmental control and the veto
power of powerful, prestigious and reactionary faculties
.
37
However, he expressed doubt as to whether the present
leadership in Catholic higher education "was creative
McGuchen, S.J., The Catholic Wav
, p. 58 .
36 -
/«t - . Ratterman, The Emerging Catholic Univpr>c!itv(New York: Fordham University Press, 1968j', p. 92" ^
p. 172.
37Andrew Greeley, The Changing Catholic College
,
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enough and forceful enough to seek the opportunities
inherent in such a Catholic vision of the future ." 58
Paul Remert, S.J., president of St. Louis
University, speaking to the National Catholic Education
Association stressed the need for an openness to the
possibility of coordinated planning by small colleges
within a given geographical location. He also pointed
out that the larger universities have an obligation to
make their resources available to smaller colleges. Perel
and /airo reached the conclusion that there were far
too many Catholic colleges and universities in the United
States
.
40
They agreed with Reinert that higher edu-
cation could be improved by a consolidation of small
colleges located in the same vicinity. They carried
their point further and stated that there was no reason
why the pooled resources of the Catholic community could
not produce a Catholic Harvard or Yale.
38
. „ „./ AncLrew Greeley, Prom Backwater to Mainstream:A Profile of Catholic Higher Education (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
,
'T9W)7''p. 93 .
39Paul Reinert, S.J., "Toward Renewal: The
Development of Catholic Higher Education," NCEA Bulletin
64 (August, 1967), p. 76. ’
40W.M. Perel and Philip D. Vairo, "The Catholic
University and College—Today and Tomorrow," Liberal
Education
,
LIV (December, 1968), 530 . “
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Shuster, 41 MeClusky, 42 and Hesburgh4? have all
addressed themselves to the problems of Catholic higher
education in the future. While predicting mergers and
other administrative changes, they also feel that there
are solid grounds for believing that Catholic higher
education will develop alternative models of excellence
for American higher education.
The related literature concerning Catholic higher
education set forth the traditional Catholic philosophy
of education with its emphasis on the liberal arts and
especially theology and philosophy. However, recent
investigations suggest that the present Catholic college
undergraduate, who is very nearly Americanized now, may
be demanding changes in the traditional philosophy and
programs of the Catholic college. This study will seek
to determine the extent to which the traditional liberal
arts emphasis is still maintained in Catholic colleges.
The challenge to study and evaluate the programs
41
„
.
George Shuster, Catholic Education in a Changing
.';/orld
- ( New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 19E/7)
pp. 168-207.
42Neil McClusky, Catholic Education Fac es Its Future(New York: Doubleday & Company, 1969), pp. 213-255.
43Theodore Hesburg, "The Changing Face of Catholic
Higher Education," NCEA Bulletin 66 (August 1969').
pp. 36-60.
Catholic colleges, given by the decrees of Vatican II
was a strong and timely one. This investigation will
attempt to provide some data for those involved in
Catholic higher education, especially teacher education,
as they strive to identify strengths and weaknesses of
Catholic higher education as they plan for its future.
Teacher Education in. Catholic Liberal Arts Colleges
Three investigations conducted since 1955 are
related to the present study. A critical appraisal of
the programs for prospective high school teachers was
offered by Sister Clarissa Doyle in 1955. "The standards
and trends for evaluation were compiled from a study of
the literature in the field, especially that of the
Commission of Teacher Education, the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, and the National
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional
Standards
.
A survey of practices in student teaching programs
for prospective elementary school teachers in Catholic
institutions of the United States conducted by Sister
John Marie Davis in 1957 indicated a strong tendency
44
.
.
Sister Clarissa Doyle, "Secondary School TeacherEducation in the Catholic Colleges and Universities of the
nited States, (unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, FordhamUniversity, 1955), p. 242.
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toward improved practices in teaching programs.^ Sister
Mary Austin Schirmer revealed the results of an
evaluation of teacher education programs in a selected
group^of Catholic liberal arts colleges for women in
1958. Using the Standards of NCATE and criteria of a
Catholic philosophy of teacher education in her evaluation
she concluded that Catholic women's colleges were making
a decided effort to foster spiritual and cultural values
and to challenge the maximum potential of students
through their teacher education programs.
Whereas each of the above investigations was con-
cerned with either just one aspect of the teacher edu-
cation program, such as student-teaching, or with just
one level, for example, elementary education, the present
investigation will attempt to present a clear, compre-
hensive report of contemporary practices of Catholic
liberal arts colleges with regard to the preparation of
• 04- *
Sister John Marie Davis, "A Survey of Practicesin Student Teaching Programs for Prospective ElementarySchool Teachers in Catholic Institutions in the United"
otates, (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University ofTexas, 1957), p. 477 . J
46 ^
.
lister Mary Austin Schirmer, "An Evaluation of
Teacher Education Programs in a Selected Group of
Catholic Liberal Arts Colleges for Women," (unpublished
dissertation, Catholic University of America. 1958)
PP. 3, 479.
’
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elementary and secondary school teachers. This win
- «. ^JL
teaching, and will also seek to determine the extent to
which Catholic liberal arts colleges are complying with
the NCATE standards today.
An important directive of Vatican Council II was
to examine all levels of Catholic education and sub-
sequently to establish priorities based on the effective-
ness of each facet of education to deal with contemporary
needs. Therefore, the teacher preparation programs of
each college will be studied with the
.specific purpose
of determining if the teacher preparation programs of
the Catholic colleges in the sample are making a
distinctive contribution to American higher education.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
This chapter deals with the procedures used to
obtain information concerning the teacher preparation
programs of the colleges in the study. A questionnaire
was designed to obtain information pertaining to the
teacher preparation programs which might not be
included in the college catalogues. In constructing
the questionnaire, some of the items were based on
those used by the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education in the study which they published in
1963. Since both the 1963 study and the present
investigation were concerned with teacher education in
liberal arts colleges, some of the items were con-
sidered to be appropriate to this research, also.
The other items included on the questionnaire were
original with this examiner.
The questionnaire included twenty items,
nineteen of which required the respondee to check the
1The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, Liberal Arts Colleges and Teacher Education,
pp. 5^-58.
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appropriate response. One item called for a short
descriptive answer. Space was left after six of the
items in the event that the respondee wished to give
added information. At the close of the questionnaire,
space was allowed for additional comments. The format
of the questionnaire was that of a four page leaflet,
six inches by nine inches. Offset printing was used.
The questionnaire and a cover letter were sent
to the Chairman of the Education Department at each of
the colleges which met the criteria; namely, a private,
four
-year liberal arts college with an enrollment
between 500-2000, which is affiliated with either the
Roman Catholic Church or is nonsectarian, and is
accredited by agencies of the Federation of Regional
Accrediting Commissions of Higher Education. The
private liberal arts colleges which were not included
in this study were those which had an affiliation with
a religious body other than the Catholic Church.
One hundred forty of the two hundred ten colleges
to whom questionnaires were sent, or two-thirds of the
total number, were Catholic colleges. This seeming
over—representation of Catholic colleges was not a
result of a deliberate selection process used by the
examiner. Rather, there were Just more Catholic colleges
than non-sectarian colleges which met the criterion of
38
a 500-2000 student enrollment. However, the number of
nonseotarian college which met this criterion, seventy,
seemed to the investigator to be numerous enough and
of sufficient diversity to provide the necessary
information for the purposes of this study.
Of the two hundred ten questionnaires sent to the
department heads, one hundred seventy one, or eighty-one
percent, were returned. Table 1 indicates the number
and percent of questionnaires returned by Catholic and
nonsectarian colleges.
TABLE 1
NUMBER AND PERCENT CE QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED
Colleges
dumber
Sent
Number
Returned
Percent
Returned
Nonsectarian
Catholic
70
140
32
119
n%
85%
The regional association membership of the
cooperating colleges is indicated in Table 2 and
Table 3. A complete list of cooperating colleges will
be found in the appendix.
What may appear to be a disproportionate repre-
sentation of colleges fpom the North Central and Middle
States may need clarification. The North Central
39
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE COOPERATING COLLEGES ACCORDING TOREGIONAL ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP
U
(Catholic)
Regional Accrediting Association
colleges
Number
Participating
Percentage
New England
11 9%
Middle States
35 29%
Southern
10 CO 0\
North Central
52 44%
North Western 4 3%
Western
7 6%
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE COOPERATING
REGIONAL ASSOCIATION
COLLEGES ACCORDING TO
MEMBERSHIP
(Non-sectarian)
Regional Accrediting: 7
" Colleges Participating
Association Number Percentage
New England
Middle States
14 27%
12 23%
Southern
North Central
North Western
7
14
2
13%
27%
4%
4%Western 2
40
Association covers the largest geographical area of any
of the regional accrediting associations. As a composite,
the Middle States Association comprises the more heavily
P pulated areas. Consequently, this seeming imbalance of
representation (ll3 colleges, or 66 percent of the total
number of colleges in the study) is actually not dis-
proportionate to the representation of the other regional
associations
.
A request for catalogues from each of the colleges
which met the criteria of the study was also made. These
were used to obtain background information of the colleges
including:
1. Possible accreditation by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education
2. fulfillment of the recommended standards
of the National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education, regarding:
d-o instruction in the humanistic
studies and the behavioral studies;
b. the systematic study of teaching and
learning theory with appropriate
laboratory and clinical experience
41
c. the practicum (student-teaching
)
2
3. The general or core courses required of all
students for the B.A.
4. The percentage of Education Department
members holding the doctorate, as compared
with the percentage of faculty members in
general who hold the doctorate,
5. The student costs incurred annually.
Since all of the schools in the study held
regional accreditation and were designated as liberal
arts colleges m the Accrediting Commissions publication,
the recommended standards of NCATE pertaining to the
general studies component and to the content for the
teaching specialty were assumed to be fulfilled
.
5 Only
the standards concerned with the professional studies
component mentioned above, for example, concerning
instruction in the humanistic and behavioral studies,
etc
.
,
were used
.
The questionnaire returns from the cooperating
pa,, _ i •
Nataonal Council for Accreditation of Teacher
g-eC'°mm eriaed standards for Teacher Edu cafinn
( Jashmgton^ D
. C . : American Association of Co] legesfor Teacher Education, 1969), pp . 5 .-9 .
6
3
~ ,
Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions
of Higher Education, Institutions of Higher Education,
pp. o-lll.
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colleges were studied; eighteen colleges were selected
for personal visitation and interviews. The colleges
included in the sample were selected on the basis of
location, programs, affiliation, student body, and
accessibility. Colleges were included which were
located in urban, suburban and rural settings. Those
institutions whose teacher preparation programs appeared
to have distinctive or unique aspects as reported in the
questionnaire, and were affiliated with either the
tholic Church or were nonsectarian were chosen. Another
factor which was considered was the size of the student
body and its composition, in order to have small and
medium-sized colleges, as well as men's, women's and
coed colleges included. A final consideration was that
of accessibility. Colleges which answered the above
descriptions and were located in the New England states,
excluding Maine, plus colleges in New York state, were
selected for the personal interviews since they were
readily accessible to the investigator.
In reporting the questionnaire responses, the
catalogue information, and the interview findings, colleges
are not identified by name but are grouped according to
their classificalion. The colleges which participated in
the interviewing phase of the investigation are listed
)
in Table 4, and Table 5.
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A letter requesting an interview was sent to the
Chairman of the Education Department at each of the
selected colleges. The department chairman was asked
to designate someone to be interviewed who was closely
associated with the teacher preparation program, if
he was not available. The letter requesting an inter-
view will be found in the appendix.
The purpose of the interview was to gain insight
into such areas as:
1. What is the possible distinctive contri-
bution that liberal arts colleges are
making to the education of elementary and
secondary teachers?
2. What is the possible distinctive contri-
bution that church-related liberal arts
colleges are making to the education of
elementary and secondary teachers?
5 • What is the status of the teacher prepar-
ation program on campus?
4. What is the status of the education faculty
on campus, as perceived by the education
faculty members?
//ha b degree of cooperation is found between
the Education Department and other
departments?
46
6. What is the possibility of an increased, or
decreased emphasis on the teacher prepar-
ation program at the institution?
7. What are the difficulties found in relating
the program in professional education to
that of a liberal arts education?
8. What professional services, e.g. workshops,
conferences, etc., are offered to inservice
teachers in the community by the Education
Department?
9« What experimentation or research is being
conducted by members of the Education
Department?
10. What means are used by the Education
Department to attract qualified students
to the teaching profession?
11. What are the major problems of the teacher
preparation program at your institution?
The data obtained from the questionnaires, cata-
logues and interviews were compiled, compared and con-
trasted according to the classification of the colleges.
The analysis of the data will be discussed in Chapter
Four.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
This chapter presents the data obtained from the
questionnaires, catalogues and interviews. The desired
information is categorized into five classifications:
general information, for example, enrollment, number of
Education faculty, student costs, etc.; general education
requirements; the professional studies component; the
student-teaching experience (practicum); and the
relationship to the teacher preparation program to the
total liberal arts program. Where it appears advisable,
tables are used to illustrate the responses.
General Information
The data gathered in this area were concerned with
the general description of the institution; information
pertaining to the faculty, and especially to the
Education faculty; and yearly student costs. A background
is set here from which the data of the other classifi-
cations can be viewed and studied.
It was verified that all the colleges in the study
met the criterion regarding church affiliation; they were
either affiliated with the Roman Catholic Church or had
48
no religious affiliation. Data from one-hundred, and
nineteen Catholic colleges and fifty-two nonsectarian
colleges comprise this study.
Although all the colleges in the study met the
criterion established regarding enrollment, the actual
distribution of schools along the continuum from
500-2000 students showed a marked difference for the
non-sectarian and the Catholic colleges. Forty-seven
of the Catholic colleges were in the lowest enrollment
category of 500-750. This was thirty-nine percent of
their total, compared to ten of the nonsectarian colleges
for twenty percent of their total. At the upper level
of 1500-2000, the Catholic colleges had only seven
schools, for six percent, while the non—sectarian
colleges numbered twelve, for twenty-three percent of
their total number.
The median enrollment for the schools fell in
the 750-1000 student category for the Catholic colleges
and in the 1000-1250 for the nonsectarian colleges.
While the median enrollments for the two types of
colleges were not greatly different, the percentage
of schools contained in the specific categories was
significantly different. Tables 6 and 7 indicate the
varying patterns for student enrollment in the two
types of colleges. In some instances more than one
PERCENTAGE OP NONSECTARIAN COLLEGES INCLUDED IN SPECIFIC
ENROLLMENT CATEGORIES
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small Catholic college was located in the same geo-
graphical area.
The distribution of the number of full-time
faculty members at each of the types of colleges within
the range of 50-150, followed much the same pattern
as did the enrollment. The median number of full-
time faculty members at the Catholic colleges fell in
the category of 50-75 members. At the nonsectarian
colleges the median was found to be in the 76-100
member category. Seventy-four Catholic colleges had
full-time faculties of 50-75, while only four had
faculties of more than 125 members. The nonsectarian
colleges had only eighteen schools with full-time
faculties of 50-75, while schools with full-time
faculties of more than 125 members numbered fourteen.
Tables 8 and 9 show the number of full-time faculty
members in the colleges of the study.
Using the medians found in the above, that is
750-1000 students and 50—75 full-time faculty members
at the Catholic colleges, and 1000-1250 students and
70—100 full-time faculty members at the nonsectarian
colleges, the student—faculty ratio was found to be
15.3:1 for the Catholic colleges and 12.5:1 for the
nonsectarian colleges. In responding to the question-
naire, it was reported that the average teaching load
TABLE 8 51
52
TABLE 10
53
per semester for education faculty members at both the
Catholic and nonsectarian colleges was 9-12 hours.
In viewing the Education Departments of both the
Catholic and nonsectarian colleges, it was found that
both had median full-time faculties of 2-4 members. For
the Catholic colleges this was 6% of the total full-
time faculty for the institution; while for the non-
sectarian, it was 3% of the total full-time faculty.
At the Catholic colleges there were proportionately
twice as many of the full-time faculty who were members
of the Education Department at their respective instit-
utions as was true at the nonsectarian colleges.
With regard to the total Education faculty, full-
time and part-time, it was found that the median size
of the total Education faculty at the Catholic colleges
was 5-8 members. At the nonsectarian colleges the
median size of the total Education faculty was 2—4
members
.
Since the attainment of the doctorate is more
and more becoming a sine qua non of membership on
college faculties, the percentage of doctorates held by
Education Department members as compared to the per-
centage held by faculty members generally, was thought
to be an important factor to determine. If the college
considered the academic preparation of the Education
Department members to be as important as that of other
faculty members
,
then the percentage of doctorates held
by the Education Department would at least equal the
percentage held by the total faculty.
In the Catholic colleges, the percentage of total
faculty who held the doctorate ranged from five - ten
percent to forty-five percent. The range for total
faculty holding the doctorate in nonsectarian colleges
was from ten - twenty percent to sixty - seventy percent.
The median percentage of doctorates held by faculty
members of the Catholic colleges in the study was
between twenty - thirty percent. The nonsectarian
colleges of the study had a median percentage of doctor-
ates between thirty - forty percent.
There were Education Departments in both Catholic
and nonsectarian colleges where there was no faculty
member who held the doctorate; likewise, there were
Education Departments in both types of colleges where all
the members held the doctorate. The median percentage
of doctorates held by Education Department members of
Catholic colleges was between twenty - thirty percent.
In the nonsectarian colleges, the median percentage of
Education Department members who held doctorates was
between forty - fifty percent. In the case of the
Catholic colleges, the percentages of the total faculty
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and of the Education Departments holding the doctorate
were the same, that is, twenty - thirty percent.
The Education Departments of the nonsectarian
colleges had a higher percentage of doctorates, forty -
fifty, than did the total faculty, thirty - forty. It
would seem that both the Catholic and nonsectarian
colleges demand at least the same academic preparation
of the Education Department as is demanded of the
faculty generally, which is a strong indication of the
position of the Education Department in the institutions.
In the area of student costs, a substantial
difference was found between the Catholic and non-
sectarian colleges. The range of annual student costs
for both types of colleges was the same, from less than
52000 a year to $4-000. The distribution within that
range, however, was very different. Table 10 and Table 11
illustrate the yearly costs incurred by students at the
colleges in the study.
Only one nonsectarian college had less than
$2000 in yearly student costs. This college charged no
tuition; rather, all students worked at the college to
support their education. Twenty-one Catholic colleges,
or nineteen percent of those studied, had yearly student
costs of less than $2000. In contrast, in the upper
bracket it was found that twelve nonsectarian colleges
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TABLE 12
YEARLY STUDENT costs INCURRED by students at catholic colleges
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TABLE 13
YEARLY STUDENT COSTS INCURRED BY STUDENTS AT NONSECTARIAN COLLEGES
IN THIS STUDY
Student Costs
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had yearly student costs between $3500-4000, which was
twenty-four percent of their total, compared with only
one Catholic college. The median yearly student cost
for the Catholic colleges was in the $2000-42500 bracket,
while that of the nonsectarian colleges was between
$3000-43500.
The most important factor to be considered when
studying the financial differential between the Catholic
and nonsectarian colleges is that of the contributed
services of those faculty members who are members of
the religious community which teaches at a particular
Catholic college. The salary of members of the religious
community is returned to the college in what is known as
contributed services. The college is able to operate
with lower tuition costs because of these contributed
services
.
A discussion of the accreditation of the colleges
in the study will follow under the classification of
the professional studies component. However, it should
be pointed out here, that of the twenty-three Catholic
colleges which are accredited by NCATE, seven had
student costs less than $2000' eleven were in the $2000-
$2500 bracket* four were between $2500-$3000* and only
one was in the $3000 to $3500 category. Only two of
)
the nonsectarian colleges were accredited by NCATE,
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one charged no tuition and the other had yearly student
costs between $2000 to $2500.
In coordinating the general information which was
collected concerning the colleges in the study, certain
relationships and generalizations emerged. First,
many more Catholic colleges were included in the lowest
enrollment category than were nonsectarian colleges. It
was also found that in some instances several small
Catholic colleges were situated in the same metro-
politan or geographical location. On the other hand,
almost four times as many nonsectarian colleges were in
the 1500-2000 student enrollment level. With regard to
-^^11 —time faculty members, much the same pattern
evolved, most of the colleges had faculties between
50-75 members, while the non-sectarian colleges averaged
76-100 member faculties. This proportion was certainly
commensurate with the respective enrollments. It
appears, however, that by maintaining so many small
Catholic colleges, thirty-nine percent of the total
Catholic colleges in the study, there is necessarily a
duplication of efforts among the schools, with a
corresponding curricular limitation of offerings, either
in depth or breadth, or both.
Second, in analyzing the information gathered on
>
the total faculties, as well as on the Education
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faculties of the institutions studied, certain important
differences can be noted. A median of six percent of the
total full-time faculty at the Catholic colleges were
members of the Education Department as compared to three
percent at the nonsectarian colleges. Although the
median full-time Education faculty at both types of
colleges was the same, 2-4 members, the median total
Education faculty at the Catholic colleges was 5-8
members, compared to 2-4 members for the nonsectarian
colleges. From these comparisons regarding the number
full-time faculty members who are engaged in the
Education Departments, it appears that the Catholic
colleges are willing to devote more of their faculties
to teacher preparation than are the nonsectarian
colleges
.
However, another important factor to be considered
is that at the nonsectarian colleges a greater percentage
of doctorates was held by members of the Education
Department than were held by the total faculty. At the
Catholic colleges the percentage was the same. This
indicates that the academic preparation of the Education
Department members is at a par with other faculty
members at the Catholic colleges and is even superior
to that of the total faculty at some nonsectarian
colleges
.
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Third, the student costs at the nonsectarian
colleges average $1000 a year more than at the Catholic
colleges
• Of the twenty-five colleges in the study which
are accredited by NCATE, twenty had yearly student costs
less than $2500, while only one had yearly student costs
of $3500-84000. A strong relationship between a strong
teacher education program and moderate student costs
seems evident.
General Education Requirements
The general education requirements of the colleges
in the study were reviewed in order to learn the
following information:
x. What methods are used for determining the
distribution of courses for all students for
the Bachelor of Arts degree?
2. Are Education students excused from liberal
arts courses required for other students?
3 • Are there any specific liberal arts courses
required of those in teacher training in
addition to the basic core requirements?
4. What are the requirements with regard to
philosophy and theology?
Only one Catholic college and two nonsectarian
l
colleges in the study had no requirements regarding the
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distribution of courses
. All the other institutions
maintained various curricular requirements which
ranged from a very flexible type of course distribution
to a highly structured system of requirements.
The various approaches to the problem of
requirements were placed into four categories:
A. General Distribution
—Example, College A.
To insure that students gain insight and
awareness in areas outside their own majors,
the College does require that they choose three
semester courses in each of three general areas
during the four year period. These three
groupings are:
Group A—Literature, Foreign Languages,
Art, and Music.
Group B—Social Science, Religion and Bibli-
cal Studies, and Philosophy
Group C—Science and Mathematics.
Of the colleges in the study, fifteen Catholic
colleges and ten nonsectarian colleges had a curriculum
which fit the "general distribution" description. This
was fourteen and twenty-one percent respectively, of
all the colleges in the study.
B. Core and Distribution Requirements—Example,
College B.
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All students will take English composition,
a foreign language, and physical education. A
student shall select courses in seven different
disciplines, distributed as follows: three
courses from Group 1, including at least one
course in each of the two subgroups a. and b„;
two courses in Group II; and two courses in
Group III.
Group I.
a. Art, English literature, Foreign
Language, Music, Theatre Arts
b. History, Philosophy, Religion
Group II.
Astronomy, Biological Sciences,
Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics,
Physics
Group III,
Economics, Geography, Political Science,
Psychology, Sociology.
Four Catholic and eleven nonsectarian colleges
maintained a curriculum of the "core plus distribution"
system. This was four percent of all the Catholic
schools and twenty-four percent of all the nonsectarian
schools
.
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c. Distribution by Required Areas—Example
,
College C,
One hundred twenty-eight semester hours
are required, including the following:
Forty-five semester hours in the
following areas, including not less than
six and not more than fifteen semester
hours in each area:
Area I. Theology
Area II. Philosophy
Area III. Art, Music, Drama, Liter-
ature, in English or in a
Classical or Modern Foreign
Language
Area IV. Economics, History, Political
Science, Sociology
Area V. Biology, Chemistry, Mathe-
matics, Physical Science,
Psychology
The largest number of both types of colleges, sixty-
two Catholic and twenty-one nonsectarian colleges, had
curricula which fit this category. Of the total number
of colleges this was fifty-seven percent and forty-five
percent respectively.
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De Highly Structured Requirements
—Example
,
College D.
Prescribed Subjects:
Theology twelve semester hours
-English twelve semester hours
Foreign Language
—six semester hours
beyond the beginner’s
course
Mathematics
—six semester hours
Philosophy
—twelve semester hours
Natural Science—eight semester hours
Social ociences
—six semester hours in
American History, three
in American government,
and three in Economics
or Sociology
Physical Education
—two years of non-
credit Physical
Education
The satisfactory completion of the Music
Hour and Art Appreciation or Public
Speaking is required for graduation.
The curriculum of twenty-seven Catholic colleges
and four nonsectarian colleges placed them in this
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category. Of the total number of colleges, this was
twenty-five percent and nine percent respectively.
The four methods for determining the distribution
of courses which were described above can be thought of
as on a continuum starting with A. General Distribution
as the most nonrestrictive method,, and going to D.
Highly Structured Requirements as the most restrictive.
Table 14 illustrates the percentages of colleges which
use the various methods for determining the distribution
of courses for all students for the Bachelor of Arts
degree
.
TABLE 14
METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE DISTRIBUTION OF COURSES
Method Catholic Non-sectarian
General Distribution 14% 21%
Core + Distribution
Requirements 4% 24%
Distribution by Required
Areas 57% 45%
Highly Structured
Requirements 25% 9%
The non-sectarian colleges tended to favor the
1 ess—structured methods over the structured requirements,
more than did the Catholic colleges. Both types of
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colleges indicated a preference for the method of Distri-
bution by Required Areas. By studying the subjects within
the various areas, and the number of courses necessary
for each area, it was clear that the colleges in the
study were determined to have the students' courses of
study include those subjects generally thought of as
part of the liberal arts; that is, literature, art,
music, history, languages and science.
To determine if the student who was preparing to
teach was excused from the liberal arts program in any
way, the colleges were asked to explain any deviations
from the usual program which were made for the future
teacher. Only eight colleges, six Catholic and two non-
sectarian colleges* reported that those in the teacher
education program were excused from any liberal arts
requirements. The foreign language requirement was the
only one mentioned as having been waived. On the
other hand, thirty-one Catholic and eleven nonsectarian
colleges responded that those in the teacher preparation
program were required to study additional liberal arts
courses beyond the core requirements. The courses that
were listed by several colleges as being additional
requirements for those in teacher education were:
math, science, United States history, English, general
psychology, art, music, and speech.
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Having studied the general education requirements
of the colleges in the study and any possible lessening
of the liberal arts program for those in teacher edu-
cation, it was determined that the liberal arts back-
ground of the students preparing to teach was equally
as strong, and in some cases, possibly stronger, than
those who were not engaged in a pre-professional
education program.
One presumed distinction between the Catholic
and nonsectarian colleges was the emphasis placed on
the study of philosophy and theology in the Catholic
college. In order to verify if, in fact, there was an
emphasis on philosophy and theology in the colleges of
the study and, if so, to what degree, the requirements
were studied regarding these two areas.
Definite requirements in philosophy and theology
were required in the liberal arts core by eighty-four
percent of the Catholic colleges. In all but one of the
remaining Catholic colleges, philosophy and theology
were included among the areas from which students had to
elect courses. In the nonsectarian colleges, twenty
percent had a philosophy, theology or religion require-
ment. In most instances, the requirement was specifically
philosophy, although some did allow the student to
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choose either philosophy, theology, or religion.
In no case were the philosophy or theology re-
quirements specifically designed for those in teacher
education; rather, these were all-college requirements.
vVith the possible exception of one college, all the
Catholic colleges either had specific course require-
ments in philosophy and theology or else required
students to choose a certain number of courses in the
area of philosophy and theology. Those preparing to
teach, at both the elementary and secondary levels, had
the same requirements as regards philosophy and
theology.
A greater emphasis on philosophy and theology,
as part of the liberal arts core, was definitely found
in the Catholic colleges as compared to the nonsectarian
colleges
.
Professional Studies Component
The professional studies component of the
curriculum of each of the schools in the study was
reviewed and evaluated in the light of the standards
of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education. Information concerning possible accreditation
by NCATE, the degree of adherence to the standards of
NCATE, the manner of admission to the teacher education
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program, percentage of graduates entering the teaching
profession and other related topics vere collected and
studied as part of the pre-professional programs of
the institutions in this investigation.
As previously mentioned in Chapter III, since all
of the schools in the study held regional accreditation
and were designated as liberal arts colleges in the
Accrediting Commissions publication, the recommended
standards of NCATE pertaining to the general studies
component and to the content for the teaching
specialty were assumed to be fulfilled. Only the
standards concerned with the professional studies
component mentioned above, that is, concerning
instruction in the humanistic and behavioral studies,
etc
.
,
were used.
The first consideration was given to ascertaining
how many of the schools in the study were accredited by
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education. Twenty—three of the Catholic colleges were
accredited by NCATE. Of the one hundred nineteen
Catholic colleges in the study, this was nineteen percent.
Two of the fifty-one nonsectarian colleges were
accredited by NCATE, which was four percent of their
total. These figures would imply that there is greater
concern for establishing and maintaining strong teacher
preparation programs in the Catholic colleges than in
the nonsectarian colleges of this study. However,
there is more to be considered before one can make such
a generalization.
Some institutions prefer not to become involved
with all the intricacies of becoming accredited by
agencies such as NCATE
. In other cases, some rather
minor technicality is the only obstacle to accreditation;
the institution's program can be of a high calibre.
Therefore, the programs of the colleges in the study
which were not accredited by NCATE were studied to
determine how closely they adhered to the recommended
NCATE standards.
NCATE assumes that problems concerning the nature
and aims of education, the curriculum, the organization
and administration of a school system, and the process
of teaching and learning can be studied with respect to
their historical development and the philosophical
issues to which they are related. ^ These are the studies
referred to as humanistic studies. The problems of
education can also be studied with respect to the
findings and methods of psychology, sociology,
^National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, Recommended Standards for Teacher Education.
p
. 5 •
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anthropology, economics and political science. Such
studies are referred to by NCATE as behavioral studies.
The standard does not imply that instruction in the
humanistic and behavioral studies should be organized
or structured in a particular way.
In studying the catalogue descriptions of the
professional studies component of each curriculum for
prospective teachers, the humanistic and the behavioral
studies appear to be a part of the program of each
school in the study. Some colleges have limited
offerings while others have developed rather extensively
in this area. There does not appear to be any great
difference between Catholic and nonsectarian colleges
on this point, with the possible exception of some of
the particular philosophers, historians, sociologists,
and psychologists whose theories might be included in
the courses.
NCATE holds that if teaching is to be more than
a craft, teachers need to understand the theoretical
Pprinciples which explain what they do. However, like
the study of other empirical theory, the study of
teaching and learning theory requires laboratory
experiences through which the student may conceptualize
2 Ibid.
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principles and interpret their application to practical
problems. Much of what has been called "general
methods" and "special methods" can therefore be taught
as the application of teaching and learning theory.
The teacher education programs explained in the
catalogues indicated that some of the colleges were
attempting to revise their approach to the teaching
of methods courses. For example, some schools were
teaching integrated elementary methods courses by
means of a team approach, others report methods courses
being taught in the schools where the students are
student-teaching. Videotaping and microteaching are
also utilized in the attempt to have the methods
courses taught as the application of teaching and
learning theory.
Many colleges have incorporated tutoring and
small group instruction as an integral part of their
methods courses. Experience in classroom situations,
starting as early as freshman year, as teacher-aides,
tutors, etc., has been inaugurated by other colleges.
In reviewing the teacher education programs of the
colleges in the study with regard to the systematic
study of teaching and learning theory with appropriate
laboratory and clinical experience, a definite
difference was noted in the number of Catholic and
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nonsectarian colleges which were meeting the recom-
mendations of this standard. Of the fifty-one
nonsectarian colleges, ten schools or twenty percent,
reported having some type of laboratory and/or clinical
experience m conjunction with their methods courses,
whatever format these courses might have. Forty-nine
of the Catholic colleges, or forty-one percent, have
incorporated laboratory and/or clinical experience
into their methods courses.
In analyzing the professional component of the
colleges' programs, it was found that both the Catholic
and nonsectarian schools included instruction in the
humanistic and the behavioral studies. Although the
offerings varied as to breadth and depth among the
colleges, no distinction could be made on this point
between the Catholic and nonsectarian schools. With
regard to the systematic study of teaching and learning
theory with appropriate laboratory and clinical
experiences, there was a marked difference between the
programs of the Catholic and nonsectarian colleges.
There were twice as many Catholic as there were non-
sectarian colleges which had incorporated this
recommendation into their teacher education programs.
NCATE also recommended that admission to the
teacher education program be a selective process; that
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is, there should be some type of criteria used for
qualifying for admittance into the program. A combin-
ation of requirements was used by most colleges in
admitting students to the secondary teacher training
program. Eighty-seven Catholic colleges and twenty-
nine nonsectarian colleges used some combination of the
following requirements:
a. recommendation of faculty member (s) of the
student's major subject matter area
b. recommendation of Education faculty member(s)
c. request of student
d. attainment of a minimum grade point average.
Although some schools used only one of these
requirements, only four Catholic colleges and seven
nonsectarian colleges permitted a student to be admitted
to the teacher preparation program on the secondary
level by his request alone.
On the elementary level, seventy-nine Catholic
colleges and eighteen nonsectarian colleges reported
that there was a combination of requirements used with
regard to admittance to the teacher training program.
Again, some schools reported using only one of the
requirements for admittance to the teacher preparation
program. Of the latter, only four Catholic and eight
nonsectarian colleges admitted students to the
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elementary teacher preparation program upon their own
request
,
A combination of requirements for admittance to
the secondary teacher education program was utilized
by seventy-three percent of the Catholic colleges and
by fifty-six percent of the nonsectarian colleges. On
the elementary level there was a drop in the number of
colleges using a combination of requirements. Sixty-
six percent of the Catholic colleges and only thirty-
five percent of the nonsectarian colleges used a com-
bination of means for admittance into the elementary
teacher education program.
The percentages indicated that the Catholic
colleges in the study placed greater importance on using
a combination of means for qualifying students for
admittance into the teacher preparation program than
did the nonsectarian colleges. This was especially
true for those students preparing to teach at the
elementary level.
On the questionnaire, one of the items asked the
respondees to describe any feature of their teacher
preparation program which they considered to be unique.
Fewer colleges responded to this item than to the
other items of the questionnaire
. Seventy-nine Catholic
colleges, or sixty-six percent of the Catholic schools
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in the study, responded. Forty colleges answered that
they did have a unique feature in their teacher pre-
paration programs while thirty-nine responded negatively.
A greater percentage of nonsectarian colleges responded,
thirty-nine schools for seventy-six percent. Twenty of
these colleges indicated having a unique feature and
nineteen answered that they did not.
In mentioning the features which they considered
to be unique, several of the colleges mentioned aspects
of their programs which were similar. The features more
commonly mentioned by both types of schools were: early
field experiences, videotaping and microteaching. In
many cases the field experiences were started in the
freshman year with students acting as teachers-aides
,
progressing in sophomore year to tutoring one child,
and then to small group instruction. In some instances
videotaping was used in conjunction with the tutoring
and small-group instruction experiences. It was more
often used in supervising student teachers. Micro-
teaching is a form of small group instruction with a
specific skill or concept taught to four or five pupils,
with immediate feedback as to the effectiveness of the
teaching, and an opportunity for immediate re-teaching.
Very often videotaping is used in microteaching.
)
Other features which were part of the teacher
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education program in individual schools were: the use
of interaction analysis, performance criteria, a clinical
seminar approach rather than methods courses, team-
teaching by student-teachers, special training for inner-
city teaching, team-teaching of integrated elementary
methods courses, and specialized courses such as Simu-
lation, and Alternative Educational Futures.
Interaction analysis is used to show students
the patterns of communication between themselves and their
students during class discussions and combinations of
lecture and discussion. In the use of performance
criteria the measure of accomplishment is the extent to
which the student achieves the behavioral objective set
out initially.
In place of the traditional methods courses a
clinical seminar approach placed the students in a
real classroom situation for tutoring or small group
instruction, which was combined with a seminar, usually
weekly, which treated those concepts and problems which
the students were dealing with in their groups. In
order to train students in the art of team teaching, as
well as to make the best use of exceptionally effective
critic teachers, one college reported using a team-
teaching^ student-teaching experience
.
Team-teaching on the part of the Education
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Department members, in a course which integrated the
traditional methods courses, was another feature
mentioned. Several colleges were offering experiences
specifically designed for inner-city teaching, with an
emphasis on early field experiences. Another school
cited a simulation course, in which role-playing was
used extensively. The same institution was also
offering a course which concerned itself with alter-
native modes of education, other than schooling.
The features mentioned by the responding colleges
were varied and, in some cases, very innovative. Con-
sidering, however, the comparatively few colleges which
reported such features it seemed that the colleges in
the study, both Catholic and nonsectarian, were not
making use of the freedom which was theirs, to experiment
and innovate in the field of teacher preparation.
The extent to which the colleges in the study
fulfilled the certification requirements of their
respective states was also examined. State certification
requirements were met by all but three of the Catholic
colleges and by all but two of the nonsectarian colleges
in the state in which the particular college was located.
The same response v/as given with regard to meeting the
state requirements for states other than the colleges'
home state.
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There was also a question as to whether the
teacher education programs of the colleges being
studied required more education courses than were re-
quired by state certification, of the Catholic colleges
responding to this question, fifty-four answered
affirmatively and fifty-nine reported that they did not
require more education courses than were required by
their state. The response of the nonsectarian colleges
was essentially the same; twenty-two colleges did
require more education courses than were required for
state certification while twenty-six did not.
There was no real difference between the Catholic
and nonsectarian colleges with regard to meeting
certification requirements. A little more than half
of those colleges which reported their school's program
and its relationship to state certification, did not
require more education courses than the state required.
This fact indicated that many of the colleges being
studied probably planned their programs to meet state
certification.
Although there are many vocational choices open
to the liberal arts graduate, it was interesting to
learn that many of these graduates were still choosing
teaching for their careers. Within the two types of
colleges with which this study was concerned, there was
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a wide range regarding the percentage of graduates
which entered the teaching profession. For the Catholic
colleges, the response ranged from less than ten percent
to ninety percent of the graduates of the class of 1969
entering the teaching profession. The range for the
nonsectarian schools was from less than ten percent to
eighty percent.
The medians for the two types of colleges, however,
were very different. Fifty percent of the 1969 graduates
of the Catholic colleges embarked upon teaching careers;
twenty-five percent of the graduates of the non-
sectarian colleges did so. While both these percentages
of the graduating classes were substantial, certainly
fifty percent of the class must be considered to be a
considerable portion.
The vast majority of students enrolled in the
teacher education programs at both the Catholic and
nonsectarian colleges were majoring in English or history.
The other areas mentioned most often by both types of
institutions were religion, sociology, art, psychology,
and modern language.
personal interviews with the chairmen
of the Education Departments at selected Catholic and
nonsectarian colleges, information concerning the
attracting of qualified students to the teaching
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profession was sought. Over half the colleges, both
Catholic and nonsectarian, indicated that they did try
to attract qualified students to the teaching pro-
fession. The means utilized for this purpose were:
brochure explaining the teacher preparation programs,
admissions personnel promoting the program when
speaking to prospective students, explanation of the
program at freshman orientation, encouragement by the
chairman of the student's major department, and
sessions in which student-teachers shared their
experiences with interested underclassmen. There was
no difference in the general approach used for
attracting qualified students into teaching as a career
between the Catholic and nonsectarian colleges.
The extent to which the colleges which were
interviewed were extending services to teachers, such
as conferences and institutes, was studied. All but
two of the Catholic colleges and all but three of the
nonsectarian colleges reported that they offered services
to teachers. These services ranged from a luncheon and
workshop for cooperating teachers, to inservice
institutes and workshops in foreign languages and in
physics
. However, it seemed that the colleges in
the study which were interviewed, on the whole, were
>
not being of substantial service to elementary and
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secondary school teachers in' the community. This was
^rue for both Catholic and nonsectarian colleges.
The last area to be considered as part of the
professional studies component was the nature of any
study and/or experimentation which was being conducted
by the Education Departments. The nonsectarian colleges
which were interviewed did not report any study and/or
experimentation which was being carried on by their
Education Departments. Three of the Catholic colleges,
one-third of those interviewed, answered that they
were engaged m some type of research or experimentation.
The activities mentioned were: a federally funded
experiment in a team student-teaching approach;
experimentation on behavioral objectives and super-
vision; and publication of research in professional
journals concerning teacher preparation. From these
interviews it appeared that the Catholic colleges were
more involved in on-going research and experimentation
than were the nonsectarian colleges.
Student Teaching Experience
Student-teaching, or the practicum as NCATE refers
to it, is a period of experience in professional
practice during which the student tests and adapts the
theory which he or she has learned. During this time
I
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the student also develops his or her own teaching style.
Student
-teaching provides an opportunity for the student
to assume major responsibility for the full spectrum of
teaching duties in a real school situation under the
guidance of qualified personnel from the institution
and from the cooperating elementary or secondary
school
.
The student-teaching experience is the cul-
mination of the teacher preparation program. The
colleges in the study had evolved various plans for
the implementation of this experience. Sixty-one percent
of both the Catholic and nonsectarian colleges reported
having student-teaching experiences of either eight or
sixteen weeks duration. The eight week period was
utilized by thirty percent of the Catholic colleges
while sixteen weeks were used by thirty-one percent.
Thirty-eight percent of the nonsectarian colleges had
an eight week student teaching experience while twenty-
three percent had sixteen weeks. Several of the colleges
in both categories which reported a sixteen week period
indicated that student teaching was done on a part-
time basis. While students were student-teaching
part-time, they were also enrolled in courses in
academic departments
.
Beside the eight and sixteen week periods, several
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colleges reported having student-teaching experiences
of ten or twelve weeks. Of the Catholic colleges,
fourteen had twelve weeks, and ten had ten week periods.
Eight nonsectarian colleges had a ten week, and two had
a twelve week period. Individual schools in both
categories reported having student teaching experiences
ranging from three to four week duration to a full year*
part-time period.
In those instances where the student-teaching
experience occupied only part of a semester, the
remainder of the semester was devoted to a variety of
pursuits. In the case of the Catholic colleges,
s eventy—three percent devoted the rest of the semester
to education courses. Theology and philosophy courses
were offered by three of the schools, while students
at the remaining colleges were engaged in regular
academic work.
The nonsectarian colleges indicated that forty-
eight percent of their colleges spent the remainder of
the semester in education courses while forty—one percent
resumed a regular course load. The remaining colleges
had various combinations of the two.
The vast majority of student teaching took place
in public and parochial school systems in the college
locale, which included the system of the city or town
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m which the college was situated and those of sur-
rounding cities and towns. Eighty-two percent of student-
teaching in the Catholic colleges was performed in
local school systems, with eighteen percent allowing
students to student-teach in the school system of their
home town. The nonseotarian colleges reported using the
school systems of the immediate area and surrounding
towns in eighty-five percent of their responses. The
home school system of the student was used by fifteen
percent of the nonsectarian colleges.
Since the cooperating teacher is such a vital
factor in the student-teaching experience, it is
important that the college have some part in choosing
the teachers who are to serve as master teachers. The
majority of the colleges in the study have some part in
choosing the cooperating teachers. Eighty percent of
the nonsectarian and sixty-seven percent of the Catholic
colleges indicated that they worked jointly with the
school systems in assigning the cooperating teachers.
The involvement of the colleges ranged from that of
having complete control over choosing the teachers
(one college) to that of making recommendations as to
who would work with student teachers.
The responsibility of supervising the student
teachers is a challenging one. On the elementary level,
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the vast majority of colleges reported that supervision
was the responsibility of the Education Department
alone. Only ten Catholic colleges and four nonsectarian
colleges reported that supervision was a responsibility
of both the Education Department and the student's
major department.
On the other hand, supervision of student teachers
on the secondary level was a responsibility shared by
the Education Department and the student's major de-
partment in the majority of the reporting colleges.
However, some colleges did report that only the
Education Department supervised the secondary student
teachers. There was no difference between the Catholic
and nonsectarian colleges regarding the responsibility
for supervising student teaching.
In the questionnaire the colleges had been asked
about the participation of other departments in planning,
supervising and teaching within the Education Department.
With regard to supervising, there did seem to be a
moderate degree of cooperation with other departments.
Sixty percent of the Catholic colleges reported that
other departments were cooperating with them in
supervising. It would seem that more cooperation would
be desirable in both types of colleges, but especially
in the nonsectarian colleges.
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To supervise student-teachers adequately requires
a supervisory load which is not excessively large. The
median number of students for which each supervisor was
responsible fell within the 11-15 students category for
both Catholic and nonsectarian colleges. However, for
thirty percent of the Catholic colleges, when the
supervisory load was greater than 15 students it was
considerably larger. In very few cases were the
supervisory loads of the nonsectarian colleges much in
excess of 15 students.
Related to the size of the supervisory loads of
the college supervisors was the matter of the frequency
of visits to uhe student-teachers. The median number of
times each student was supervised during the student-
teaching experience was four or more times, but less than
weekly, for both Catholic and nonsectarian colleges.
Twenty-five percent of the nonsectarian colleges reported
that their student-teachers were supervised weekly
while at the Catholic college only thirteen percent had
weekly supervision.
The findings in the matter of supervision indicated
that in many cases the number of student-teachers for
which the Catholic college supervisors were responsible
was excessively large. As a consequence, some student
teachers were not being supervised as often as would be
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desirable
.
Some observations were possible concerning the
matter of student-teaching experience as conducted by
the Catholic and nonsectarian colleges. In most areas
of the implementation of the student-teaching experience
there was no distinction between the Catholic and non-
sectarian colleges. In the matter of participation of
other departments in supervising student-teachers, the
Catholic colleges of the study exhibited a greater degree
of cooperation. However, the supervisors of the non-
sectarian colleges tended to have a lighter super-
visory load and consequently were able to visit the
student-teachers more frequently. The nonsectarian
colleges also tended to have a more active role in
choosing the cooperating teachers than did the Catholic
colleges
.
Teacher Preparation in the Liberal Arts Colleges
The concern of this section is twofold: the
relationship of the teacher preparation programs of the
colleges in the study to the total college program and
also, the contribution which the programs are making to
the education of elementary and secondary teachers. In
order to gain insight into these areas the respondees
were asked to share their thoughts on teacher
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preparation in the liberal arts college and those
interviewed were asked to discuss various aspects of the
same topic. The response to the request on the
questionnaire was meagre; only six percent of the Cathol
colleges (seven schools) and ten percent of the non-
sectarian colleges (five schools) shared their views on
teacher preparation in the liberal arts college. The
comments could be categorized as generally positive,
negative or informative. Examples of each of these
categories follow:
Positive: "We find our opportunities to innovate
are greater than they seem to be inpublic colleges and universities. Our
emphasis on content is, I feel, our
strength. Liberal arts programs shouldbe better suited to teacher preparationby their nature j We are tending to de-
emphasize Education Department lecture-
discussion classes and emphasize the
practical in teacher preparation. This
seems more appropriate to liberal arts
colleges than it does to other types."
Negative: "Including the courses required by
states for certification within the
bachelors degree program limits the
students ' ability to prepare with
enough knowledge background to teach
satisfactorily.
"
Informative: 'We hope to extend our two—day seminars
for self-concept improvement to semester
courses. The problem is to get the
money for instructors since the title
of the course does not carry the weight
of 'math' or something 'necessary' to
academic financial administrators. We
are trying to get a grant to do research
with the subject."
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Of the seven Catholic colleges who responded, four
were positive in their observations regarding teacher
preparation in the liberal arts college and three made
informative remarks. One of the nonsectarian colleges
answered positively, three responded negatively, and
one contributed an informative type of observation.
During the interviews the topic of the contri-
bution of the teacher preparation program within the
liberal arts college was the crux of the discussions.
All those interviewed thought the liberal arts college
was making a distinctive contribution to the education
of elementary and secondary school teachers. The
responses as to what exactly the distinctive contri-
bution of the liberal arts college was revealed
varying opinions.
Five of those interviewed at Catholic colleges
and five interviewed at nonsectarian colleges thought
that the breadth of background obtained in the liberal
arts college was the distinctive contribution. The re-
sponses for the remaining Catholic colleges were:
Innovations are more readily attempted."
"Liberal arts colleges produce philosophical-
realists who tend to work better with administrators."
"Liberal arts graduates adjust more easily."
"Orientation of studies is depth and breadth
—
related to subj ect—not to transmitting .
"
The responses of the remaining nonseotarian colleges
were
:
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The teacher preparation programs of liberal arts
colleges were generally believed to be making a
distinctive contribution to the education of elementary
and secondary school teachers. The prevailing opinion
was that their strength was in the breadth of background
which the future teacher achieved. Other aspects of the
liberal arts colleges' contribution was held to be the
freedom to innovate, the fostering of critical thinking,
and the adaptability of the liberal arts graduate.
A related topic which was also discussed at the
personal interviews was that of the distinctive contri-
bution of the church-related liberal arts colleges to
the education of elementary and secondary school teachers.
The responses of the representatives from the
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nonsectarian colleges were all positive; that is, they
indicated that Church-related liberal arts colleges were
making a distinctive contribution to the education of
elementary and secondary school teachers. Representative
comments of the nonsectarian colleges were:
"There is a definite place for the Church-related
college but it must have a clearly definedpurpose."
The moral* atmosphere is its distinctive
contribution.
"
"They (graduates of Church-related liberal arts
colleges; perpetuate and inculcate a value system.Administrators feel they are getting a competentteacher, plus."
The representatives of the Catholic colleges were
divided in their respohses® five answered that they
thought Church-related colleges were making a distinctive
contribution while four responded negatively. The four
Education Department members who did not feel that the
Church—related liberal arts college was making a
distinctive contribution to the education of elementary
and secondary school teachers were all laymen; four
laymen and one member of a religious community answered
positively. Representative responses of the Catholic
colleges were:
"In the field, graduates tend to be differentiated
from 'clock punchers' as being responsible, reliable
and courteous."
"They have a sense of dignity—their own and their
students ' .
"
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The fact that all those interviewed at the non-
sectarian colleges felt that the church-related colleges
were making a distinctive contribution to the education
of future teachers; while those actually involved in
teacher education at the Catholic colleges were divided
on the subject was rather startling. One wonders if
those who were viewing the church-related colleges from
a distance might have attributed an aura of some type to
the church-related college. On the other hand, the
faculty at the Catholic colleges may have been over-
critical. Whatever the case, the fact that the
representatives of the Catholic colleges were almost
evenly divided on an issue of such importance would
suggest that the issue warranted investigation.
The position of the teacher preparation program
within the liberal arts college was also studied in
reference to the general education requirements for
all those seeking the Bachelor of Arts degree and those
also preparing to teach. The data accumulated showed
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that th0SS preparinS to teach were expected to fulfill
all the general education requirements with the only
exception being a very few exemptions from the foreign
language requirements. If there was any difference, it
was to the end that the student in teacher education was
required to take additional courses in the liberal arts
beyond the core requirements.
The status of the teacher preparation program on
campus was a topic of great interest during the personal
interviews
• All but one of those interviewed at Catholic
colleges responded that the status of the teacher edu-
cation program was equal to that of the status enjoyed
by the academic departments. One response indicated
that the status of the elementary teacher education
program was lower than the status of other programs on
campus. The status of the teacher education program on
one of the Catholic campuses was in the process of
improving, according to the representative of that
college
.
The report of the nonsectarian colleges was
identical to that of the Catholic colleges; only one
college felt that the status of the teacher education
program was not equal to that of other programs on the
campus. At the one college reporting a lower status,
it was felt that the teacher education program had no
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status and that it was not encouraged by the other
departments
.
Some of the reasons given by the Catholic colleges
for equal status were the fact that applicants for the
teacher education program were screened prior to
admittance, that administration was favorably disposed
to teacher education, and that often the top students
in the class were in the teacher education program.
Some of the nonsectarian colleges reported that teaching
was considered the "in" thing and that the campus
leaders were involved in teacher education, including
Shi Beta Kappa's; others felt that the high status of
the program could be attributed to the status of the
department chairman.
Related to the status of the programs was that
of the Education faculty members themselves. The
members of the Education faculties responded to this
rather personal item with mixed reactions. At four
of the Catholic colleges it was felt that the status of
the Education faculty was equal to that of members of
other departments
; three Education faculty members
felt that they had a lower status and one felt that
there were varying levels of status. Four Education
Department members at nonsectarian colleges reported
having a lower status than other faculty members on
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their campuses
; four felt that they had equal status
and one responded that the status of Education Depart-
ment members was high.
The responses from both types
s considerable ranges
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e people still act as if they
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Another indication of the status of the teacher
preparation program at the individual colleges was the
degree of cooperation between the Education Department
and other departments. All those interviewed reported
that there was cooperation between the Education Depart-
ment and other departments. The cooperation took
different forms and was present in varying degrees in
both Catholic and nonsectarian colleges. Some of the
ways in which cooperative efforts were described were:
screening candidates for admittance to the teaching
education program, in supervising student teachers, and
the practice of joint appointments, for example,
English-Education, Science-Education, etc. It was also
mentioned by many that cooperation with some departments
was apt to be much better than with some others. There
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was no difference between the Catholic and nonsectarian
colleges with regard to this item.
The views of those interviewed supported the
responses of the questionnaires concerning this same
point. Of the Catholic colleges, fifty-three have
cooperation in planning, seventy-one in supervision, and
seventy-seven in teaching, demonstrating a high degree
coopera don. Eight Catholic colleges reported the
existence of Teacher Education Councils with faculty of
various departments holding membership. A policy of
joint appointments between the Education Department and
other departments was expressed by one school. Eleven
Catholic colleges reported cooperation in none of these
areas
.
The nonsectarian colleges also exhibited a high
degree of cooperation between those in teacher education
and members of various academic departments. Twenty-one
colleges reported cooperation in planning and supervision,
and twenty-eight schools indicated that there was
cooperation m teaching. Five schools maintained Teacher
Education Councils. Finally, five nonsectarian colleges
reported having cooperation in none of these areas.
Recently
,
fifty percent of those graduating from
the Catholic colleges o£ the study and twenty-five percent
of those graduating from the nonsectarian colleges
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entered the teaching profession. The representatives
interviewed were asked if they were projecting an
increased or a decreased emphasis on teacher education
at their colleges in the future.
Seven of the Catholic colleges expected an
increased emphasis on teacher education on their campuses
m the future. Two of these seven had recently changed
from being men's colleges to coeducational institutions.
At these schools it was expected that an elementary
education program would be introduced soon. The two
colleges that expected a decreased emphasis on their
teacher education program attributed this to the
lessened demand for teachers generally.
On the nonsectarian campuses an increased
emphasis in teacher education was expected by five of
the colleges. The chairmen at three of the colleges
expected the emphasis on teacher education to remain the
same. One chairman felt that the emphasis on teacher
education at his college would have to increase
dramatically or else he would recommend that the program
be dropped completely. He was of the opinion that the
program was too minimal to continue, that "teaching is
too complex for such a simplistic preparation."
On the whole, the colleges interviewed were
expecting an increased emphasis on teacher preparation
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at their colleges. Only two colleges, both Catholic,
were predicting a decreased emphasis, on the basis of the
lessened demand for teachers generally.
The representatives of the colleges were asked if
they experienced difficulties in relating the program
in professional education to that of a liberal arts
education. Two of the Catholic colleges and two of the
nonsectarian colleges reported that they have experienced
difficulties in relating the program in professional
education to that of a liberal arts education. One
common prohlern was that of programming; scheduling the
education courses and the student-teaching experiences
was a difficult task. Also, these schools reported
negative reactions from other faculty members,
"Other faculty members feel students are wasting
themselves on children."
lhe majority of the responses indicated that
there was not a problem in relating professional education
to a liberal arts education. Some of the comments were:
Everyone here is a teacher
; appraisal and re-
appointment are based on teaching."
'Education is a natural adjunct to the liberal
arts here."
i/'/hen discussing the major problems in the teacher
education programs at their colleges at the present time,
the problems reported by the colleges were not restricted
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to either Catholic or nonsectarian but rather were
common to both types of institutions. The problem areas
mentioned by both were: difficulty in scheduling student
teaching experience, inadequate budget and consequent
understaffing, difficulty in finding qualified cooperat-
ing teachers, and unsatisfactory supervision of student
teachers due to heavy supervisory loads.
The problems encountered in both the Catholic and
nonsectarian colleges with regard to implementing a
teacher preparation program in a liberal arts college
were similar. In most instances, there was a greater
range of difference among the colleges of one type
than there was between the two classes of institutions
themselves, with regard to the various procedures employed
in the programs
»
The data indicated that the colleges in the study
were deeply involved in the functions of preparing
teachers for the elementary and secondary schools.
Chapter Five will present a summary of the findings and
will attempt to draw conclusions based on those findings.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The present study was concerned with the teacher
preparation programs of Catholic and nonsectarian liberal
arts colleges having enrollments between 500-2000, which
are accredited by the institutional accrediting agencies
ol rhe United States. The investigation was limited to
the study of the professional studies component of the
institutions' teacher preparation program and to the
general education requirements for prospective teachers.
Information for this study was obtained by means
of a questionnaire sent to the Chairman of the Education
Department at each of the colleges in the study and by
the examination of their college catalogues. Additional
information was gained by personal visits to the
campuses of selected colleges participating in the
study.
The purpose of the study was twofold: to examine
the programs presently being used by liberal arts
colleges to prepare students to teach, in order to learn
the present position of pre-professional education
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programs in colleges with non-professional goals; and to
determine if there is a difference in the preparation
of teachers in Catholic liberal arts colleges from that
of nonsectarian liberal arts colleges. This study should
also reveal practices that would be helpful to other
colleges seeking new or different methods of solving
problems common to teacher education.
Conclusions
There had been three hypotheses stated in this
investigation. They were:
1* Students at liberal arts colleges who are
engaged in pre-professional education programs
are not required to fulfill the same liberal
arts program as are students who are in a non-
professionally oriented program.
As a result of the analysis of the data it
has been concluded that:
Hypothesis No. 1 was rejected. The
interpretation of the data provides clear
evidence that students in the liberal arts
colleges in the study who are engaged in pre-
professional education programs are required
to fulfill the same liberal arts program as
are students who are in a non-professionally
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oriented program. Ninety-six percent of the
colleges in the study had the same liberal
arts requirements for those preparing to teach
as were required of all other students. Many
colleges had additional liberal arts requirements
for students in the teacher preparation program
beyond the core requirements.
The conclusion of this investigator does not agree
with the view of Hutchins, Adler and Flexner that the
inclusion of any courses which are vocationally oriented,
including teacher education, results in a dilution of the
liberal arts program. 1 It appears that today's liberal
arts colleges are in agreement with Van Doren who
advocated a design in liberal education which would
include the education of teachers. 2 McGrath and Russell
also emphasized that the divorce of liberal and pro-
fessional education was an immense educational and
social blunder.^
1Gleason, "American Catholic Higher Education,"
p. 20. ’
2Van Doren, Liberal Education
, p. 170.
3McGrath and Russell, Are Liberal Arts Colleges
Becoming Professional Schools^ p. 41. “““
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2. In general, Catholic liberal arts colleges show
a greater commitment to teacher education than
do nonsectarian liberal arts colleges, as
evidenced by a higher degree of agreement
between their programs and the recommended
standards of the National Council for Accredit-
ation of Teacher Education than do those of the
nonsectarian colleges.
As a result of the analysis of the data it has
been concluded that:
Hypothesis No. 2 was accepted. The
data obtained in the study provided ample proof
in support of this hypothesis. Nineteen percent
of the Catholic colleges in the study, as compared
with four percent of the nonsectarian colleges
were accredited by NCATE. The programs of the
colleges in the study which were not accredited
by NCATE were studied to determine how closely
they agreed with the recommended NCATE standards.
It was found that although the Catholic and
nonsectarian colleges provided the recommended
curricular offerings in the humanistic and
behavioral studies, there was a marked difference
between their programs regarding the systematic
study of teaching and learning theory. Twice
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the percentage of Catholic colleges had
incorporated the recommended laboratory and
clinical experiences as had the nonsectarian
colleges
.
Other data also indicated a greater commitment to
teacher education in the Catholic liberal arts colleges
m the study. A greater percentage of both full-time
and total faculty was devoted to teacher education in
the Catholic colleges than in the nonsectarian colleges.
The findings also showed that the Catholic colleges
m the study placed greater importance on using a
combination of means for qualifying students for
admittance into the teacher preparation program than did
the nonsectarian colleges. Finally, fifty percent of
the recent graduates of the Catholic colleges in the
study had entered the teaching profession, compared with
twenty-five percent of the recent graduates of the
nonsectarian colleges.
3o Liberal arts colleges in the low and middle
tuition brackets, both Catholic and nonsectarian,
maintain teacher education programs which are more
in accord with recommended standards of the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education than are those of colleges in the
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high tuition bracket
.
As a result of the analysis of the data it has
been concluded that:
Hypothesis No. 3 was accepted. The
data showed a direct relationship between a
strong teacher education program and moderate
student costs. Of the twenty-three Catholic
colleges which were accredited by NOATE, seven
had student costs less than 112000, eleven were
in the 82000-32500 bracket, four were between
:23C0- •5000, and only one was in the 83000-^3500
category. One of the two nonsectarian colleges,
which were accredited by NCATE, had student
costs less than $2000 and the other had yearly
student costs between $2000-82500. The findings
also indicated a tendency for the colleges which
were not accredited by NCATE, but whose programs
were in close accord with its recommendations,
to be in the low or middle tuition brackets.
Another relationship emerged as the information
concerning expenses was studied. It was learned that
the student costs at the nonsectarian colleges averaged
$1000 a year more than at the Catholic colleges. The
combination, then, of lower student costs and stronger
lo?
teacher education programs at the Catholic colleges was
revealed.
As a result of the interpretation of the data,
conclusions were reached concerning the position of pre-
professional education programs currently being used by
liberal arts colleges with non-professional goals.
Although traditionally there has been disagreement
concerning the place of pre-professional education
programs in liberal arts colleges, the vast majority of
colleges in this investigation were involved in the
preparation of teachers for elementary and secondary
schools, ihe status of the teacher education programs
on the campus of the liberal arts college today, as
evidenced by this study, appeared to be on a par with
other academic programs
.
The equal status was due, in part at least, to the
fact that students in the teacher preparation programs
have to fulfill the same liberal arts requirements as
those not in a pre-professional program. Other factors
contributing to the favorable position of the teacher
education programs were the academic preparation of the
Education Department members, which was at least equal
to that of faculty members as a whole, and also that
most of the colleges had specific criteria for admittance
to the program. Another indication of the status of
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the teacher preparation programs was the high degree of
cooperation between the Education Department and other
departments in the colleges. This is an improvement
over the findings of the AACTE 1963 survey, in which it
was reported that other departments held themselves
aloof from the teacher education program, 4
The data also supported the claims that liberal
arts colleges bring to American higher education a
degree of diversity which provides students with
greater variety of educational opportunities. Although
the liberal arts core was clearly evident in the
curriculum of all of the colleges in the investigation,
there was diversity in the manner of course distribution
for general education requirements, and also in the many
ways in which teacher education was approached. In
addition, variety in the size of enrollment; in the
composition of the student body: coed, men, or women;
in location, both geographical and environmental; and
finally, m the matter of student costs, all contributed
to offering students choice in determining the type of
higher educational institution they will attend.
Analysis of the data related to the teacher
4
.
American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, Liberal Arts Colleges and Teacher Education
p. 48. — *
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education programs of the Catholic and nonsectarian
colleges in this study, led the investigator to con-
clude that there was a difference in the preparation of
teachers in the Catholic liberal arts colleges. The
present study agrees with previous research of Dupuis
that the core of required courses in theology and
philosophy is still perhaps the most significant aspect
of the Catholic college curriculum. 5 No direct
relationship between the teacher preparation program and
the requirement in theology and philosophy offerings
was found; however, in no case were students preparing to
teach excused from these requirements. Although it was
not stated, the institutions being studied evidently
viewed theology and philosophy as necessary core
requirements fop future teachers.
V/ith regard to cupriculap change to accommodate
a generation of Catholic undergraduates, who Greeley
has said was more Americanized than previous generations,
a trend toward a less structured type of distribution of
liberal arts requirements was noted. 6 Although on the
whole, Catholic colleges still tended to be more
^Dupuis
,
Curriculum," p.
Greeley,
"The Philosophy of the Undergraduate
1 5 *
The Changing Catholic College
, p. 178.
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prescriptive in their requirements than the nonsectarian
colleges. Perhaps as a result of the directives of
Vatican II, to conduct research and experimentation in
or-.er to obtain all the information necessary for the
evaluation of Catholic educational programs, the teacher
education programs of the Catholic colleges exhibited
involvement in research and experimentation than
did the nonsectarian colleges. The availability of
federal funds to aid in the financing of research and
experimentation may also have been instrumental in the
Catholic colleges' involvement in research and
experimentation.
More than a radical difference in the approach to
teacher preparation, however, was what might best be
described as degree of commitment to teacher preparation.
The difference in the percentages of colleges of each
type which were accredited by NCATE, or maintained teacher
education programs which were in agreement with NCATE
recommendations; plus the greater percentages of faculty
devoted to teacher education in the Catholic colleges,
were evidence of a greater degree of commitment to
teacher education in the Catholic liberal arts colleges
than was found in the nonsectarian liberal arts
colleges of the study.
J
The central question which had been posed by many
Ill
Catholic educators was whether or not Catholic liberal
-ts colleges were making a distinctive contribution to
mencan higher education or were they merely repli-
cating what was being done in nonsectarian colleges.
Based on the interpretation of the data obtained in
'
this study, the answer is that in the area of teacher
education the Catholic liberal arts colleges are making
a distinctive contribution to American higher education.
The contribution goes beyond the fact that they maintain
arts core including theology and philosophy,
med with a pre-professional education program that
13 ^ Eeneral a °00rd with ^e recommended standards of
NCAfE.^ Rather, it is found in the extent to which the
Catholic liberal arts colleges are willing to devote
faculty and resources to the education of liberally
educated teachers for the elementary and secondary
ochools. The findings of this study would support the
continued efforts of the Catholic liberal arts colleges
ln the area of teacher education.
Recommendat ions for Further Research
There is a need for additional studies in the area
of teacher education in liberal arts colleges. A
comparison of the teacher education programs, including
the liberal arts core and the professional studies
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component, of state colleges and university schools of
education with those of Catholic liberal arts colleges
would supplement the survey of programs begun in the
present investigation considerably.
Another study which might be conducted would
compare the teacher education students in Catholic
liberal arts colleges with those in nonsectarian liberal
arts colleges, state colleges, and university schools
of education with respect to socioeconomic status,
vocational aspirations, academic achievement and attitudes
concerning teaching. Such a study would provide teacher
educators with valuable information about the types of
students in their programs and the reasons for their
choice of teaching as a career. It might also help to
determine why such a large proportion of graduates of
Catholic liberal arts colleges choose teaching over
alternative career choices.
The present study concerned itself with the
academic preparation of teachers, which included the
liberal arts core and the professional studies component.
There are other aspects of college life which also
influence students. A study of the "environmental
climate", for example, group life, social regulations,
intellectual climate, and religious atmosphere, of
Catholic liberal arts colleges upon students preparing
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to teach would provide Catholic educators with informatics
concerning this important dimension of their overall
educational program.
There is also need for research into the
effectiveness of teachers who had participated in
different types of pre-professional education programs.
A comparison of the teaching effectiveness of Catholic
liberal arts graduates with that of graduates of other
types of colleges, as evaluated by their principals and
supervisors, would provide vital follow-up information
for teacher educators in these institutions.
Throughout the United States, the need for more
effective teachers for all children is crucial. Further
investigations of the programs which are being used by
colleges to prepare teachers should be conducted, in
oraer to provide teacher educators with the data
necessary to evaluate and improve their programs.
Continual research, experimentation and evaluation are
vital, if teacher education programs hope to prepare
qualified teachers for the contemporary elementary and
secondary schools.
appendix
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The supervision of student-teachers is a responsibility
ELEMENTARY SECONDARY
a. Member (s ) of the
department of
education
b. Faculty member(s) “
teaching in the
student's major
subject matter area
c. Both "a" and "b" *
d. Other (Please *
specify)
For how many students is each supervisor responsible?
1 2-9 6-10 11-15 15+
How often is each student supervised during the
student-teaching experience?
daily. once a week four or more times in alltwo to three times in all once
v/hat is the policy of the teacher training or educationdepartment with regard to admittance of the teachertraining program?
ELEMENTARY SECONDARY
a. Recommendation of
faculty member(s)
of student's major
subject matter area
b. Recommendation of
education faculty
member (s
)
118
elementary secondary
c. Request of student
d. Attainment of ——
—
particular grade
point average ( )
e. Combination of "a" —
! ' b '\ or "c" and "d"
f. Other (Please specify) —
14
15
required
a
fo°
n
otherStudents?
Yes No ‘
Please list
16
17. Is there any feature of your teacher preparationprogram which you consider unique to teacherPlease explain. Yes No preparation?
18. Approximately what percentage of the clas
entered the teaching profession?
s of 1969
102 25% 33% 50% 60% 75% 80%
90%
19. Does your teacher education program fulfill state
^
ti£lcatlon re Quirements in your state? Yes - Nom other states? Yes No — •
20. Does your teacher education program require more
education courses than state certification requiresm your state? Yes No
lhank you for your cooperation. Any of your thoughts
Preparation in the liberal arts college which youwould like to share would be most welcome. Additional comments.
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^ CH ICOPEF
U R LADY °F ™E ELMSICOPEE. MASSACHUSETTS
kpM 6
,
1970
Dear Colleague i
I'Z^otVZxZuZ "7nZdJ°t^ on teacbexlibtxal axU «Ze3/« iwe »«
!/0a* compu* ipS ^uoZ nT^MftU>n 1 muU Uk<L *o viUt
itaxah L mudoZZdiZZ f;Z ?£*?. ^ con^cUon «Xth xe-
^exning teachex pxepaxaUon pxogxam in ZZl^eMeg^^
~ ToZ^ZTZZ^liT^o^Z,?Tk mWx »°u °*
I could be on youx cmpZ * Mi0CMUed^ V<>“* P^gxam.
ichzduZe an appointment at any time convenient to you thZdZ
s3SSt‘*r-1 2 ““ s.s«a^struyivl grve me ivrlz be very much appreciated. y
SincereJty,
.
SiAter Kathleen Klrtey /
'(/
Education Department
SKK/mA
Enclosure
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Below is the form used for the postcard which
was included with the letter requesting an interview
with the Chairmen of the Education Department.
1
.
2 .
3 .
4 .
?e ^?u su£gest is convenient,
-he best time for the interview
The date you suggest is inconvenientA better date and time would be
It is impossible to schedule an
interview
.
Place for interview
NAME
POSITION
COLLEGE
Alphabetized List of Nonsectari an Cooperating College
1. Alliance College Pennsylvania
2. Amherst College Massachusetts
3
.
Antioch College Ohio
4. Bard College New York
3. Barnard College New York
6
.
Berea College Kentucky
7. Berry College Georgia
8. Brenau College Georgia
9. Braircliff College New York
10. Carleton College Minnesota
11. Chatham College Pennsylvania
12. Colby College Maine
13
.
Colgate College New York
14. Colorado Springs College Colorado
15. Connecticut College Connecticut
16, Converse College So. Carolina
17. Emerson College Massachusetts
18. George Williams College Illinois
19. Goddard College Vermont
20. Goucher College Maryland
21. Grinnell College Iowa
22. Hamilton College New York
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23. Hollins College Virginia
24. Knox College Illinois
25. Lake Erie College Ohio
26. Middlebury College Vermont
27. Mills College California
28. Mount Holyoke College Massachusetts
29. Nasson College Maine
30. National College of
Education Illinois
31. New England College New Hampshire
32. Oglethorpe College Georgia
33. Pomona College California
34. Reed College Oregon
35. Ripon College Wiscons in
36. Rockford College Illinois
37. Skidmore College New York
38. Springfield College Massachusetts
39. Swarthmore College Pennsylvania
40. Sweet Briar College Virginia
41. Temple Buell College Colorado
42. Trinity College Connecticut
43. Upper Iowa College Iowa
44. Vassar College New York
45. V/abash College Indiana
46. Washington and Jefferson Pennsylvania
47. Wellesley College Massachusetts
48
.
Western College for
Women Ohio
49. Wheaton College Massachusetts
50. Whitman College Washington
51. Williams College Massachusetts
52. Windham College Vermont
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Alphabetized List of Catholic C ooperating Colleger
1 . Albertus Magnus College Connecticut
2 . Alverno College Wisconsin
3. Anna Maria College Massachusetts
4. Aquinas College Michigan
5. Assumption College Massachusetts
6. Barat College Illinois
7. Barry College Florida
8. Brescia College Kentucky
9. Caldwell College New Jersey
10. Cardinal Stritch College Wisconsin
11. Carroll College Montana
12. Chaminade College Hawaii
13. Chestnut Hill College Pennsylvania
14. Christian Brothers College Tennessee
13. Clarke College Iowa
16. College of Great Falls Montana
17. Collese of Misericordia Pennsylvania
18. College of Mt. St. Joseph Ohio
19. College of Mt . St. Vincent New York
20. College of New Rochelle New York
21. College of Notre Dame California
22. College of Notre Dame Maryland
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23 . College of Our Lady of the Elms Massachusetts
24-. College of St. Benedict Minnesota
25 . College of St. Catherine Minnesota
26
. College of St. Elizabeth New Jersey
27 . College of St. Erancis Illinois
28
. College of St. Mary Nebraska
29 . College of St. Rose New York
30 . College of St. Scholastica Minnesota
•
i
—
1N~\ College of St. Teresa Minnesota
32 . College of Santa Fe New Mexico
33 . Dominican College Wisconsin
34-. Dominican College of San
Raphael California
35 . D'Youville College New York
36 . Georgian Court College New Jersey
37 . Gwynned-Mercy College Pennsylvania
38 . Holy Family College Pennsylvania
39 . Holy Family College Wisconsin
4-0. Immaculata College Pennsylvania
4-1. Incarnate Word College Texas
4-2. King's College Pennsylvania
43. Ladycliff College New York
4-4-
.
LeMoyne College New York
45. Lewis College Illinois
4-6. Loretto Heights College Colorado
126
4-7. Madonna College Michigan
4-8
. Manhattanville College New York
4-9. Marist College New York
50. Marycrest College Iowa
51. Marygrove College Michigan
52. Marylhurst College Oregon
53. Marymount College Kansas
54-. Marymount College New York
55. Marymount (Manhattan) College New York
56. Marymille College Missouri
57. Marywood College Pennsylvania
58. Mercy College New York
59. Mercy College Michigan
60. Mercyhurst College Pennsylvania
61. Molloy College New York
62. Mount Mary College Wisconsin
63. Mount Mercy College Iowa
64-. Mount Mercy College (Carlow) Pennsylvania
65. Mount St. Mary’s College California
66
.
Mount St. Scholastica College Kansas
67. Mundelein College Illinois
68. Nazareth College Michigan
69. Nazareth College New York
70. Notre Dame College Ohio
71. Ohio Dominican College Ohio
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72. Our Lady of Cincinnati
College (Edgecliff) Ohio
73. 6ur Lady of the Lake College Texas
74. Quincy College Illinois
75. Regis College Colorado
76. Regis College Massachusetts
77. Rivier College New Hampshire
•
00CN Rosary College Illinois
79. Roseraount College Pennsylvania
80. Sacred Heart College Kansas
81. St. Ambrose College Iowa
82. St. Anselm's College New Hampshire
83. St. Benedict's College Kansas
84. St. Edward's College Texas
85. St. Francis College Indiana
86. St. Francis College Pennsylvania
eo-
00 St. John Fisher College New York
88. St. John's University Minnesota
89. St. Joseph's College Indiana
90. St. Joseph's College Illinois
91. St. Joseph's College Maryland
92. St. Leo's College Florida
93. St. Martin's College Washington
94. St. Mary's College Kansas
95. St. Mary's College Minnesota
96. St. Mary's College California
97. St. Mary of the Plains College Kansas
98. St, Mary of the Woods College Indiana
99. St. Mary’s Dominican College Louisiana
100. St. Michael's College Vermont
101. St. Norbert's College Wisconsin
102. St. Procopius College Illinois
103. ot , Vincent College Pennsylvania
104. St. Xavier College Illinois
105. Salve Regina College Rhode Island
106. San Diego College for Women California
107. San Francisco College for Women California
108. Seton Hill College Pennsylvania
109. Siena College New York
110. Siena Heights College Michigan
111. Spring Hill College Alabama
112. Stonehill College Massachusetts
113. Thomas More College Kentucky
114. Trinity College Washingt on
115. Trinity College Vermont
116. University of Albuquerque New Mexico
117. Villa Maria Pennsylvania
118. Viterbo College Wisconsin
119. Wheeling College West Virginia
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